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THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON HIGHWAY 
ENGINEERING 
The Conference on Highway Engineering is held an-
nually during the latter part of February or the beginning 
of March by the Department of Civil Engineering of the 
University of Illinois with the cooperation of the Illinois 
Division of Highways and the Illinois Association of 
County Superintendents of Highways. 
It started in 1914 under the name of the Short Course 
in Highway Engineering as a two-weeks training school for 
the newly-created County Superintendents of Highways. 
Since then its character has been changed from time to 
time to meet the ever-changing conditions of road build-
ing and administration in the state. In 1935 the present 
name was adopted. 
Throughout the years the object has been to provide an 
opportunity for the highway builders and administrators 
of the state to get together for mutual acquaintance, to 
discuss the many problems that confront them, and to gain 
the latest and best information pertinent to their work. 
The results have demonstrated the value of the meeting, not 
only to those attending, but to the communities or interests 
they represent. 
The Conference is open without fee to anyone interested 
in any way with improving the roads and streets of the 
state. The normal attendance consists of state, county, 
city, and local engineers and officials, road and street con-
tractors, material and equipment dealers, and many others. 
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I. WHAT OUR HIGHWAYS MEAN TO US 
CHARLES M. THOMPSON* 
Modern highways are measured in terms of rapid movement. Dur-
ing the past generation we, as a people, have moved steadily toward 
improved highways and greater speed. What a few years ago was 
considered as the ultimate in getting from place to place, is now 
regarded as being out of date. The question is, have we in our thinking 
kept pace with these changes? 
Socially, the automobile has transformed us and raised problems 
that must be solved and solved correctly. It has, on the one hand, 
been a blessing; a scourge, on the other. The modern motor car is 
highly impersonal; it works as effectively and with equal purpose in 
the hands of a law breaker and of a law enforcer. My purpose here, 
however, is to point out what rapid motor transportation means to us, 
leaving to others the task of drawing morals. 
The America of today differs radically in various ways from the 
America of 1900. No longer, thanks to engineering skill, is this nation 
made up of communities isolated one from another and having little 
in common. Today the owner of the lowest priced car enjoys facilities 
of travel denied to the mightiest sovereign of the earth two genera-
tions ago. The result is that our car owner is now, as never before, 
aware of his relationship to the nation. If any illustration were needed 
as evidence of what has happened, consider the changes that have come 
over the operation of roadside inns, hotels, eating houses, conferences 
of all kinds, service clubs, churches, and schools. Verily, we face a 
new order. 
Economically, too, our highways with their millions of motor 
vehicles, have affected our ways of living. 
To the transportation of commodities the automobile truck has 
added a flexibility hitherto unknown. No longer is it necessary to 
assemble such commodities at particular points in order to secure the 
advantage of power movement, for now the distance between door and 
door depends wholly on road conditions. 
All of this means that our economic life has been freed from a 
bondage reaching back past the beginning of recorded history. The 
coming of the motorized car took from our feet the "time shackle" 
placed there by the very nature of our being. 
Little more need be said concerning the boon that came with the 
*Dean, College of Commerce, University of Illinois. 
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automobile. This we take for granted. Much can be said, however, 
about the progress we are, or are not, making. 
I am thinking first of all of the allocation of money costs involved 
in highway building and highway maintenance. Who should supply 
the money, and how should it be collected and spent? Someone must 
pay the bills, and any notion that the tens of thousands of miles of 
improved automobile roads in the country arc free is an erroneous one. 
Even the term "free bridge" is a misnomer. 
To the solution of these problems we must bring the best minds 
-minds trained in the fields of finance as well as in the fields of con-
struction. Neither working alone will hit on the solution. On the 
engineer, therefore, with the aid of the economist, rests the responsi-
bility of discovering the answer. 
I have but one other comment, and it has to do with the loss of life 
on our highways. Herc, as usual, the obligation of finding a remedy for 
a bad situation is a divided one. We need, on the one hand, safer 
roads; on the other, a knowledge of how to use them safely. One of 
these obligations the general public must discharge; you gentlemen are 
charged with the other. Build us the safest roads possible, we shall do 
what we can to profit from your accomplishments. 
II. YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND TOMORROW 
ERNST LIEBERMAN* 
It has been my privilege to address these annual highway confer-
ences for the past several years. Each year the subject assigned to me 
has a different title, but somehow all these papers seem to cover 
similar ground. If I am retained on this program for many more years 
I am afraid Professor Wiley is going to have to repeat himself in 
finding a subject to assign for my remarks. Today I have the subject 
"Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow." 
It seems to me there is little need on an occasion of this sort to 
dwell any time on Yesterday. I would like, however, to remind you 
that it was just twenty years ago this past construction season when 
Illinois began the construction of its primary road system. Two short 
sections of the Dixie and Lincoln Highways were constructed by force 
account in the summer of 1918, and in the fall a contract was awarded 
for another short section of Route 29 north of Peoria. These were parts 
of the original Federal-aid roads, and their construction was under-
taken before the $60 000 000 bond issue was approved by the voters, 
and hence before we knew whether or not we would ever have a State-
bond-issue system. There had been, of course, a few sections of State-
aid and 15-d pavements built before that time which were subse-
quently incorporated in the State-bond-issue system; but these few 
sections started in 1918 marked the first step toward a connected State 
primary system. 
I think most of us can recall without any strain on our memories 
our highway situation twenty years ago. Illinois had the unenviable 
reputation of possessing the worst highway system in the country-in 
fact, it had nothing we could without gross exaggeration call a system. 
Our statistics say we had 577 miles of surfaced roads at the close of 
1918. However, this mileage was made up entirely of short, scattered 
sections, with no semblance of continuity; to use an expression from 
the $60 000 000 bond issue campaign literature, they failed to "start 
some place and get somewhere." 
I do not need to tell you that the picture today is entirely different. 
We now have 10 901 miles of improved primary roads, almost all of 
which are surfaced with high type pavement. In addition, we have 
6983 miles of improved secondary roads, with a preponderance, of 
course, of medium and low type surfaces. This gives us a total of 
*Chief Highway Engineer, Illinois Division of Highways, Springfield, Illinois. 
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17 884 miles of surfaced primary and secondary roads, or 31 times the 
1918 mileage. This entirely disregards improved township roads, or 
county roads improved without State supervision. 
It is pleasant to make comparisons when they are complimentary 
to ourselves, so I am going to compare Illinois with some of the other 
States. I am using 1938 figures, because those for 1939 have not yet 
been released on a national basis. As of January 1, 1938, the American 
Association of State Highway Officials credits Illinois with having 
13 128 miles of high type pavements completed or under construction. 
The nearest approach to that is by New York, with 7975 miles. Penn-
sylvania ranks third, with 7325 miles. In the entire United States there 
were 108 050 miles of high type pavements, twelve per cent of which 
were in Illinois. 
Illinois does not rank quite so well when we consider medium and 
low type surfaces. We are credited with 4751 miles of such roads, built 
or under contract, which puts us in twenty-third place of all the states. 
When we combine high, medium, and low type surfaced roads, Penn-
sylvania leads with 26 084 miles; Illinois is second with 17 879 miles; 
and Texas is third with 17 522 miles. Illinois has 5.0 per cent of the 
total of all classes of surfaced roads in the United States. 
The explanation of our high percentage of pavement lies in the 
fact that for some years we concentrated on the construction of a 
paved primary system, and small attention was given to the develop-
ment of secondary roads. Beginning with 1930, when the counties 
began to share in the gas tax, the construction of the lower type sur-
faces increased remarkably. On January 1, 1930, we had only 265 
miles of such type roads in the State. In so far as future expansion of 
improved road mileage is concerned, I think we can expect this to con-
sist almost entirely of gravel and bituminous types. I feel that our 
high type pavement construction in the future will be confined almost 
entirely to reconstruction of the present primary system. 
I feel sure that the counties will continue their splendid work of 
the past few years in improving secondary roads to the full extent of 
their financial ability. The State also will continue its efforts along this 
line, so far as it has funds to assign to secondary road work. Un-
fortunately, Congress has reduced the Federal secondary road appro-
priation for this year and next by forty per cent, and that means that 
the State's program must be curtailed accordingly. 
I would like now to return to my statement of a few moments ago, 
to the effect that high type pavement construction in the future would 
probably be ~onfined to replacements on our present primary roads. 
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There are two facts which lead to this conclusion: first, our present 
mileage is about adequate for traffic needs; and second, our financial 
resources will not permit us to expand our system much farther. We 
have about reached the saturation point in our financial ability to con-
struct, maintain, operate, and reconstruct primary roads. Moreover, 
many of our pavements have already reached the stage where they 
have served their useful life. We already have a fair mileage of pave-
ment more than twenty years old. All of the pavements built prior to 
1922 are of the pre-Bates or thin edge cross section, and are deficient 
in strength under present day traffic. It must be admitted that we 
have considerable mileage of earlier-constructed roads which are 
obsolete from the standpoint of alignment, grades, right of way and 
pavement width. 
In connection with litigation instigated by some of the trucking 
companies a year or two ago, the State was called upon to make an 
intensive study of the anticipated economic service life of all pave-
ments constructed on our primary system to January 1, 1937. As a 
result of this investigation we are able to estimate fairly closely the 
mileage of pavement which will reach the end of its economic service 
life in each year. We found that 412 miles had already reached the 
stage where it should be reconstructed, that in the next five years an 
additional 1197 miles should be reconstructed, and that the pavements 
on the entire system would need to be replaced by the end of thirty 
years. If we take the mileage already deteriorated and that which will 
need reconstruction in the next five years, we find we are faced with 
a five-year reconstruction program of 1609 miles, or 336 miles per 
year. 
We are going to find that reconstruction work during the first five 
years is more costly than the average. The reason for this is that we 
will have a greater percentage of mileage in this period where four-lane 
pavement widths will be required. We also expect to get less salvage 
out of the old roads because of their greater degree of obsolescense. 
Estimating conservatively, we believe the cost of reconstructing 336 
miles of pavement per year will be $17 400 000 each year. 
I would like now to turn to the question of our financial ability to 
carry out such a program. We estimate that motor license fees for 
1939 should total about $21 500 000, but approximately $1 000 000 
of this will be used for operation of the State Automobile Department. 
Therefore, we assume a balance of $20 500 000 from this source. We 
anticipate that motor fuel tax collections will amount to about 
$36 000 000, after making deductions for refunds for non-taxable uses 
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of gasoline and for administration costs. This amount, of course, will 
be divided equally between the State, counties, and cities, so the 
Division of Highways may count on about $12 000 000 from this 
source. This will give us a total of $32 500 000 gross income. From 
this we must deduct $9 600 000 for principal and interest payments on 
bonds, $7 500 000 for maintenance, $1 500 000 for policing, $4 000-
000 for operation of the Division of Highways, including administra-
tion, engineering, testing and equipment, highway planning, mainte-
nance and operation of garages, etc., and $1 300 000 for 15-d refunds 
to counties. This makes a total of $23 900 000, which would leave a 
balance of $8 600 000 of State funds available for construction. To 
this we may add Federal aid allotments, which this year amount to 
approximately $5 700 000, giving us a total of $14 300 000 available 
for new construction. 
It is true, of course, that the total amount of motor license fees 
and motor fuel taxes may increase somewhat in succeeding years. 
However, it should be remembered that the Division of Highways will 
receive only one-third of any gain in motor fuel taxes. There is also 
a possibility, of course, of a decrease in these revenues, such as we 
experienced a few years ago. Federal aid might also increase, but there 
seems to be a greater prospect for reductions. It appears to me to be 
reasonable to estimate that the total funds available for construction 
for the next several years will average about $14 500 000. 
Not all of this amount will be available for primary road recon-
struction. Approximately $1 000 000 of the Federal aid included may 
be used only for construction of railroad grade separations and grade 
crossing protection. Another $1 200 000 must be used on secondary 
roads. This then will leave only $12 300 000 per year available for 
primary road reconstruction, or $5 100 000 per year short of the esti-
mate I gave you a short time ago of our anticipated reconstruction 
costs over the next five years. It is readily apparent that even an 
abnormal increase in license fees and gas taxes is not going to make up 
this deficiency. 
Please remember that even this limited amount of funds will be 
available only if our motor license fee and motor fuel tax basis re-
mains unchanged. I need not tell you that there are now a number of 
proposals for reduction in motor license fees. The two proposals which 
seem to have most backing are one which would reduce all fees by 
fifty per cent, and another which would place all passenger car fees on 
a flat $5 per year rate. I should like to call to your attention what 
these two proposals would mean. The fifty per cent reduction would 
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cut our total license-fee revenue available to the Division of Highways" 
from the $20 500 000 previously mentioned to $10 300 000. Adding: 
to this the $12 000 000 motor fuel taxes would give us a total of 
$22 300 000, which would fall $1 600 000 short of meeting the fixed 
charges I have previously mentioned, and would leave nothing what-
ever for construction. The State would lose all of its Federal aid 
allotment because of lack of ability to match, except $1 000 OOQ; 
allotted for railroad grade separations which requires no matching. 
Under the scheme for a $5 flat passenger car license our total license 
fee revenue would be $14 300 000. Adding the $12 000 000 in M.F.T. 
funds would give a total of $26 300 000. Deducting the $23 900 000 
fixed charges would leave a balance of $2 400 000 for construction. 
The State would lose $2 300 000 of its Federal aid allotment because 
of its inability to match the full amount. 
The advocates of lower license fees claim that our highway rev-
enues will not suffer from a reduction, that the lower fee will result 
in increased numbers of motor vehicles, and that our total revenue 
will remain the same or even increase. They point to the fact that 
when passenger car fees were reduced some 15 per cent in 1936 regis-
tration of motor vehicles increased by about 8~ per cent, and argue 
that the increase in registration was the direct result of the cheaper 
fee. If this line of argument is valid, then the fee reduction in Illinois 
certainly did have far reaching effect, for registrations in the neigh-
boring states of Iowa, Missouri, Indiana, \Visconsin and l\Iichigan, 
where there were no fee reductions, also increased from 5 to 11 per 
cent. In fact, registrations increased by some 7~ per cent in Ken-
tucky, also, where there was an increase in license fee. It is, of course, 
absurd to expect that any appreciable number of people will be led 
to make an expenditure as large as that involved in the ownership of 
an automobile, merely by the saving of a few dollars a year in the 
registration fee. We all know that the increase in registrations which 
occurred in Illinois in 1936, with still further increases in 1937 and 
1938, were the result of the general economic recovery in which some 
of the ground lost in the period from 1930 to 1933 was regained. 
In the last nation-wide analysis which is available, that for 1937, 
Illinois had an average motor license fee per vehicle of $12.11, as 
compared with a $13.45 average for the entire United States, ranking 
Illinois twenty-sixth among all of the states. In the same year Illinois 
had an average motor fuel tax per vehicle of $20.50, as compared with 
a $25.65 average for the whole country, ranking Illinois fortieth among 
all of the states. This would seem to indicate that both our license fees 
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and motor fuel taxes arc very fair. These averages include all classes 
of vehicles-passenger cars, trucks, buses and motorcycles. Naturally, 
the averages for passenger cars alone would be considerably less. 
Recently the Division of Highways made a very exhaustive study 
of highway costs and motor vehicle taxation in the State. In this 
analysis all items of cost for the primary road system, for secondary 
and local roads, and for city streets were reduced to a total annual 
cost, and this cost was distributed among the various classes of motor 
vehicles. I have no intention of burdening you at this time with any 
of the details of this study, but I would like to state that the annual 
highway cost per passenger vehicle amounted to $48.83. Considering 
passenger cars only, the annual revenue per vehicle from license fees 
and gas tax is $24.92, or 63 per cent of the cost which might properly 
be charged to them. 
I hope very much that I have convinced you of the very dire 
results to our whole highway program if license fees arc reduced, and 
of the fact that there is no logical reason for reducing them. Convinc-
ing you, however, will not defeat a reduction. Any scheme to reduce 
taxes of any sort is bound to find considerable popular support. I 
think it is our duty as highway officials and engineers to bring forcibly 
to the attention of the public the fact that a fee reduction will do more 
harm than good to the motorist. For a few dollars' saving in fee he 
will get increased car operating costs and will be forced to face even 
greater hazard to his life, limb and property than now exists. Surely 
this is "straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel." 
III. KEEPING THE PUBLIC INFORMED 
MURRAY D. VAN "WAGONER* 
Many of you may have been somewhat surprised to find a paper 
at a highway conference devoted to this subject. More in line with an 
engineer's thoughts would be "Keeping The Public Out of The Mu<l," 
or "Keeping The Public Out of The Dust," or "Keeping The Public 
Driving on Good Roads." But "Keeping The Public Informed"-
really it does sound more like a discussion for a gathering of news-
papermen or radio commentators. 
Yet this very subject is today one of the most outstanding and one 
of the most widely discussed. Since the invention of the printing press, 
and the beginning of the dissemination of information on a wide scale, 
people have acquired a desire for knowledge and understanding. What 
they learn in trying to satisfy that desire very often influences the 
course of events. 
Many of us still remeh1ber how we sought news of affairs in Cuba 
prior to the outbreak of the Spanish-American War. The news we did 
receive largely determined the action of this country during those 
critical times. History repeated itself during the trying period before 
the ·world War. Even today with public information agencies and 
mediums much more efficient than those of two decades ago, we still 
are largely influenced by what we read and hear. 'What the news 
reports has an effect on us and we react to it. 
Just as this is true with nations and international problems so it is 
true with private industry and with public service. I could repeat to 
you many interesting and entertaining stories of how this subject of 
keeping the public informed was first practiced by private industry. 
How it was discovered to be a great force in creating a favorable 
attitude toward the product or service the industry sold to the public. 
If you are interested in these stories, you will find them in the current, 
or March, issue of Fortune magazine. 
But whereas that article concerns itself primarily with keeping the 
public informed from the point of view of private enterprise, we are 
concerned with a public service. 
We have a particular problem in that we must sell to the public-
that which is already theirs and justify an expenditure of their money 
in doing so. Can this be done'? Our experiences in Michigan indicate 
that it can. I shall devote the remainder of this paper to a discussion 
*State Commissionrr of Highways of l\Iiehiga11. 
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of why this should be done and, more or less briefly, how it can be 
done. This latter phase is added with the provision that we are dis-
cussing a general rather than a particular state highway department. 
As we engineers sit around the conference table or meet here, we 
have very little difficulty understanding one another. The most tech-
nical highway engineering terms arc simple expressions to us. Now, 
how about John Q. Public? Would he know what we arc talking 
about? Chances are ten to one against his appreciating the simplest 
of our road building terms. I remember once it was my privilege to 
give a radio talk wherein grade separations were discussed. Much to 
my amazement the station announcer, an intelligent individual, asked, 
when it was all over, just what a grade separation was. Believe it or 
not, I had difficulty trying to explain it to him. As a matter of fact, if 
it had not been for an example of a recently-completed grade separa-
tion project to which I could point, I doubt very much if it would 
liave been altogether clear to him. 
Some of you no doubt may be more adept in your explanations 
than I, but this was a- simple expression, and examples of sub-soil, 
drainage, elevation, and bituminous concrete arc not always at hand. 
The point is that as engineers we arc not, generally speaking, equipped 
to convert our technical expressions into simple every-day layman's 
language. Therefore, it is wise to have somebody do this for us. This 
is the beginning of the public relations division. 
Now comes the question why is it necessary to do this? Why should 
we explain to the layman? If highway administration, construction 
and maintenance were a private industry, the answer would be obvi-
ously simple. Explanations will create goodwill, if you arc doing a 
good job. Goodwill creates more sales, and sales mean profit. But we 
in the public service do not have to worry about sales .... or do we? 
For example, if we wish to carry out some advanced road construc-
tion, we must have funds. The public provides them. If we make the 
public understand that we need those funds for advanced road con-
struction that will mean more convenience, more safety, more for the 
taxes they arc paying for roads, then it is very likely that we will get 
those funds. We sell an idea. We don't profit from it except in the 
satisfaction of performing a worthwhile public service, and in the 
further security of our jobs. 
In considering this last idea it is well to remember that many of 
the great advances and technical improvements that have been made 
in the highway construction industry have been retarded because of 
lack of funds. 
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Thus through the dissemination of information the public achieves 
a better understanding of highway problems. Not only of necessary 
construction difficulties, but what maintenance, administration, re-
search and testing, bridge building, and all the other varied activities 
of our work mean. 
In Michigan, for example, we have stressed the fact that Michigan 
trunklines are open 365 days a year. Actually we spend the people's 
money keeping them so. Then, why shouldn't the public know about 
it? Why shouldn't they feel that if there is a terrific snow storm they 
can be assured of cleared highways practically as soon as the storms 
let up. They should have the satisfaction of knowing that their high-
ways are sanded when there is ice on them. That dust layer is spread 
in the summer. They should know that everything the state highway 
department purchases with their money undergoes rigid testing. They 
should know that contracts are let on a closed bid basis. All these 
facts inspire confidence. They make the department, a department of 
the people. So that when we propose something we feel is for their 
benefit it is very likely to be favorably accepted. 
An example of this occurred last fall when the voters of Michigan 
found out that the Michigan state highway department was support-
ing a constitutional amendment to guarantee that motorists' tax con-
tributions be used exclusively for highway purposes. By nearly a 
three hundred thousand majority, this measure was carried in every 
county. 
The :Michigan state highway department spreads information about 
safety. When new safety control zones arc established, a full expla-
nation of why and wherefore is given out. We reason with the drivers, 
explain the limitations logically. Thus we gain a good attitude toward 
a regulation that would ordinarily be offensive. Because of the good 
attitude the regulations are more carefully observed. At the end of a 
given interval when we announce substantial reductions in accidents 
and fatalities because of the control zone, we gainsay more goodwill 
and enjoy the adage: "Confidence begets confidence." 
I have used the state of Michigan in explaining these reasons for 
keeping the public informed, but I have done so only because I am 
familiar with conditions there and not because we have any special 
reason for having achieved good results. What we have done can be 
done in any other state in the union, providing the state wishes to 
keep the public informed. 
How, asks the highway administrator can this be done? Well, we 
have some specific recommendations for setting up a public relations 
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division. They arc based on our own experience and are tempered by 
the realization that all highway departments arc not set up alike. 
The first requirements, quite obviously, arc an adequate admin-
istrative and working force and adequate funds to finance the work. 
Many highway departments have attempted a public relations 
program with a one-man public relations staff. 
Engineers should realize that the money required for a mile or two 
of concrete highway will pay rich dividends if invested in public 
relations work. 
\Ve have not been faced with either personnel or financial prob-
lems in Michigan. The Public Relations Division is on the same 
organization line with the road, bridge, research and testing and other 
major divisions of the department. We have always had sufficient 
employees to go ahead with an extensive work program and adequate 
funds with which to finance it. 
For practical reasons I shall classify the fundamentals under the 
following sections: Press relationships, radio, motion pictures, still 
photography, and exhibits. The first two will be discussed in detail. 
Press Relationships 
In its relationship to the press the public relations division deals 
with three classes of publications-the daily newspapers, the weeklies 
and the magazines. The relationship is as different as the nature of 
these various publications itself. 
Our closest contacts with the daily newspapers arc apt to come 
through the so-called working press, or, in other words, the capitol 
correspondents. These men are assigned by their newspapers or press 
associations to report the news from the state capitol including that 
affecting the State Highway Department. 
Aside from the working press, there are the editorial and special 
writers, the managing editors, and the publishers themselves with 
whom a public relations division will have occasional contacts. 
The relationships with the working press are generally of three 
types-first, helping them to obtain the spot news; secondly, giving 
them so-called hand-outs; third, helping them to develop stories that 
they themselves initiate. 
Every highway department could gain for itself great goodwill if 
it took care that the newspapermen were covered on more meetings, 
conferences, and hearings affecting the department. Capitol cor-
respondents in Michigan have sixteen state buildings from which they 
obtain news. Obviously, it is impossible to be at all these places at 
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the same time. Any help that a public relations division can extend in 
protecting them on meetings is appreciated. 
But, in covering these meetings, the public relations man must be 
frank. He must report the proceedings much as the newspaperman 
would report them if he had been on hand. If this is not done, the 
capitol correspondents do not care for the help. 
The hand-out is the news story written by the public relations 
division and given out to the correspondents. It is not spot news in the 
sense that it must be given out at any particular time. But the public 
relations division must make of it a real news story and not propa-
ganda. Else it will end up in the wastebasket. 
Newspapermen are constantly developing their own stories. The 
public relations division should be helpful in locating officials to be 
interviewed or in obtaining the actual information sought. Many 
times this work involves question for exclusive stories. The public 
relations man must not divulge such information to other correspond-
ents under such circumstances. 
Many of the rules applicable to the relationship with the dailies 
hold for weekly newspapers too. By reason of the periodic nature of 
their publication, the weeklies naturally treat the news differently. 
There is also apt to be a much more personal note. 
Their news is generally obtained through hand-outs mailed to them. 
Care should be taken to assure that they obtain all the news the 
department has given the dailies in a compact way. In addition, they 
should have a story once a week that is somewhat exclusive or at least 
different from the daily run of news. The weeklies are even more of 
a target, usually, for hand-outs than the dailies and the better class 
of them are more apt to discard such material unless it measures up 
to genuine news standards. 
The magazines with which highway departments have contacts are 
generally technical. Care must be taken by the public relations divi-
sion to make sure that contributions are technically sound as well as 
interesting reading. They must be consistent with the department's 
policy. Occasionally, a special correspondent will be assigned by a 
magazine who is given orders to develop his own story. In this case, 
the public relations division again should give him every help. 
In connection with the newspaper activity, a good clipping service 
is essential. In Michigan we take all of the dailies and a well-selected 
group of weeklies totaling about 150 papers in all. These arc carefully 
clipped for highway and safety news and related material. Special 
attention is given to editorials, public opinion columns and critical 
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stories. All division heads receive a news summary while clippings are 
filed for future reference. 
Free Radio Time 
The radio probably ranks second to newspapers m offering an 
effective medium for public relations work. 
In Michigan we have free time on 17 radio stations, including the 
most important ones. The schedule also includes two Canadian sta-
tions just across the border. And I might add that all of the time, for 
the 15-minutc weekly programs, was given to the highway department, 
simply in return for an interesting discussion. 
To hold an audience, a radio talk must be entertaining, news-
worthy or informational. Highway programs as a rule are of the 
informational type. The style should be suited for the radio and the 
material must capture interest at the outset, else the program will be 
dialed out. 
In general highway radio material may be classified under the 
heads of vacation tours, safety, new construction, maintenance and 
finance developments and occasional discussion of departmental poli-
cies or the announcement of construction programs of local interest. 
For variation from the straight monologue, interviews arc recom-
mended with the station announcer, with local persons of prominence, 
or with individuals outside the department who can speak with 
authority on a timely subject. 
During the touring season extensive use can be made of suggested 
automobile vacation tours. Copies of the talks arc mailed to persons 
requesting them. 
Generally speaking, speakers arc selected from the department who 
hold important positions. A good speech, however, can be ruined by 
poor delivery, so it is necessary to choose speakers whose voice quali-
ties are suited for the radio, and then insist that proper preparation 
in rehearsing the talk is made. 
Luncheon clubs, schools, civic groups, and other organizations are 
keenly interested in public affairs. Naturally, they are anxious to 
obtain understandable information about the highway system of their 
state and nation. Speeches prepared by a public relations man can be 
placed in the hands of technical men, or non-technical men for that 
matter, which will carry an important message to these groups. One 
of the best methods available for reaching such groups is moving 
pictures. It is even possible to dispense with speakers by using the 
"talkies." Films can be produced at moderate costs which arc both 
entertaining and educational. 
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In addition to motion pictures a file of still pictures on highway 
activities helps a great deal to simplify the public relations problem. 
Views illustrating the work of the department will be worthwhile to 
newspapermen, feature story writers and magazine article authors 
in illustrating material about highway and road building. The picture 
file should portray a cross-section of highway activities as well as 
items of special interest and should cover all the sections of the state. 
A highway department can make very good use of exhibits. There 
are many phases of highway work which lend themselves to ex-
ceptional exhibit treatment. A thorough public relations division can 
devise exhibits to attract public notice and arrange to show them at a 
minimum cost at fairs, expositions, conventions and other public 
occasions. 
In this connection, the Michigan state highway department offers 
some interesting figures on their public relations program during 1937. 
Highway motion pictures were shown to a total of more than 234 000 
persons. Exhibits were viewed by more than 1 000 000 persons, and 
speakers appeared before various groups on 272 different occasions. 
In concluding these remarks, it is clear that the whole scope of 
public relations has not been covered. A few useful activities have 
been suggested. There are many others that have a place in a broad 
work program. 
We have found in Michigan that local communities like to hold 
public celebrations to dedicate new highway improvements. A speak-
ers bureau should be set up to fulfill worthwhile requests for speakers. 
Every state highway department should have a good library, which 
might well be under the direction of the public relations division. Items 
of official road map production and distribution, highway magazines, 
official reports of the department should be included. A great deal of 
departmental correspondence would be cleared through the public 
relation.s division, especially in controversial matters. 
A successful program of public relations must be based on an honest 
effort to be frank and accurate with the public. It should be based 
on the idea that the public has a right to know the affairs and policies 
of the department. Goodwill is as essential in solving the problems of 
public business as it is in solving those of private business. Engineer-
ing is and always will be a technical profession but the work is a 
matter of vital interest and concern to the general public. 
A good start for every state highway department to make is to 
hire a competent newspaperman or public relations man and give him 
freedom in organizing a public relations division. 
IV. HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
BEN H. PETTY* 
Very few people realize the tremendous advancement made in the 
field of highway improvement during the past generation. For in-
stance, a survey made by the U. S. Office of Public Roads in 1904 
disclosed a total of only 141 miles of high-type pavement in the United 
States outside of city limits. Figures presented by the American As-
sociation of State Highway Officials, as of January 1, 1938, show a 
total of 123 559 miles of high-type pavements, and an additional 
132 335 miles of so-called intermediate and low-cost bituminous sur-
faced roads on the state highway systems alone. With a mileage of 
high-type pavements at the present time great enough to encircle the 
earth at the equator almost five times, and with an additional slightly 
.greater mileage of secondary stabilized surfaces now in use, we still 
have a long way to go in providing adequate highway transportation 
for all of our citizens. 
There are approximately 3 000 000 miles of roads in the United 
States. Of this total mileage, according to available records, only 
about one-third is "out of the mud," that is, surfaced with gravel or 
stone or some pavement type. While we can proudly boast of the 
finest system of improved highways in the world, nevertheless we are 
faced with the fact that for every mile of improved highway at the 
present time there exist two miles of unimproved mud roads upon 
which hundreds of thousands of our citizens must depend for access to 
markets, to schools, to churches, to friends, and to similar desirables 
which tend to make life worthwhile. It is quite possible that our total 
road mileage never will be improved; yet it is quite obvious that there 
still remains a very large mileage of roads which must sooner or later 
be improved for practical all-year use. 
Under the sponsorship and with the financial and engineering co-
operation of the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, 46 states during the 
past three or four years have undertaken the gigantic task of logging 
every mile of road in the state. Thus, for the first time, most of our 
states have collected sufficient data on their roads and bridges to 
present a very complete picture of their highway setup. The results 
were quite surprising in most states. For example, Indiana discovered 
that they had some 2000 miles less of highways than they had esti-
mated, while Illinois gained some 5000 miles over their previously 
*Professor of Highway Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana. 
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assumed mileage. The traffic surveys made in connection with this 
logging of highways are providing the various state highway officials 
with facts on which to base future road improvement programs. With 
these facts available, no longer can state highway officials justify the 
construction of high-type pavements on roads carrying two or three 
hundred vehicles per day; likewise it will require a lot of explaining 
to justify the construction of so-called low-cost surfaces on roads 
carrying several thousand vehicles per day. 
The financing of highways is, of course, of major importance. The 
question as to who shall pay, and how much, probably never will be 
settled to the satisfaction of all groups concerned. At the present time 
the motorist is paying a major share of all road improvement costs in 
the United States. The total collections in the form of gasoline tax, 
license fees, etc., now exceed $1 000 000 000 annually. Highway im-
provement has become a major industry in the United States. The state 
highway departments alone are spending in excess of $1 000 000 000 
annually in various phases of road improvement. Since 1917, the 
government has contributed two and three-fourths billion dollars by 
way of regular federal aid and emergency and public works appropria-
tions for the improvement of highways. 
:Many of our citizens, some of them prominent in public life, are 
advocating a curtailment of highway expenditures on the theory that 
we now have improved most of our main highways, and that the tax-
payers are entitled to "a road holiday." Of course, such arguments 
are based either on lack of information, misinformation, or the desire 
to "grind a particular ax." In refutation of such arguments the April, 
1938, issue of American Highways presents a tabulated list of needed 
reconstruction on the main highways of our 48 states. The totals from 
this tabulation show that 57 755 miles should be rebuilt, 21 424 should 
be widened, 19 000 should be relocated; a total of 98 181 miles need-
ing some form of reconstruction at an estimated total cost of 
$3 269 868 000. In addition, 19 376 bridges should be widened or 
rebuilt at a cost of $394 428 000. These needs are on our state high-
way systems alone, to say nothing of the millions of dollars needed for 
correctional improvement purposes on our county and township roads. 
This total of approximately 100 000 miles of state highways in need 
of reconstruction represents approximately 22 per cent of our state 
highway systems; yet the estimated cost exceeds the total of all federal 
aid highway funds since 1917. 
In an address before the Illinois Road Builders Association by 
l\Ir. C. M. Hathaway, Engineer of Constrvction, Illinois Division of 
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Highways, as quoted in the December 15, 1938 issue of Construction 
Digest, a survey as of January 1, 1937, disclosed that on the Illinois 
State Highway system 412 miles already needed reconstruction, and 
in the next five years an additional 1197 miles should be reconstructed. 
It was estimated that at the end of 30 years every pavement now 
existing on the Illinois system will be entirely replaced. Considering 
the 1609 miles to be reconstructed during a five-year period, this 
would average reconstruction of 336 miles per year. Actually, during 
1938, only 70 miles were reconstructed. 
In Texas, with a state highway system of 21 225 miles, a recent 
report by the Texas Good Roads Association showed that 6250 miles 
are worn out and obsolete, requiring an expenditure of $174 000 000 
to put them in first class condition. An additional $10 200 000 is re-
quired for rebuilding and widening bridges, and $201 540 000 is needed 
to complete the improved and unimproved roads on the state system. 
This grand total of $385 740 000, based on the present income to the 
state highway fund, places Texas ten years behind schedule in its 
efforts to provide an efficient highway system. In the meantime ad-
ditional miles of road are becoming inadequate each year. 
Undoubtedly, similar figures could be produced demonstrating the 
inadequacy of the present rate of highway improvement in practically 
any one of the 48 states. 
As a rule, state highway engineers are poor publicity men. It is 
my opinion that the average citizen will react favorably when all of the 
facts on our present highway improvement program are plainly and 
forcefully presented to him. We need more real publicity experts in 
our state highway departments to let the people know what is really 
being accomplished with the funds available. 
As an illustration, a little over a year ago the Indiana State High-
way Commission completed an elaborate grade separation project in 
Hammond, Indiana, which undoubtedly will save many lives and 
eliminate frequent costly delays in the free passage of traffic at this 
particular location. The structure consists of nine through steel trusses 
in addition to eight reinforced concrete girders, providing a roadway 
40 feet wide with a total length of structure of 2165 feet, and an ad-
ditional 935 feet of approach. This structure spans about 60 railroad 
tracks and cost over $600 000. What a tremendous publicity item 
such a project presents; yet we venture to say that a very small per-
centage of Indiana citizens ever heard of this structure. 
Another field for excellent publicity involves the work of the state 
highway maintenance department. Many people think that too much 
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money is spent in maintaining our highways, and when \Ve look at the 
total annual expenditure for this purpose, the sum does look rather 
staggering. However, if we apply a little simple arithmetic, we can 
easily demonstrate that this total expenditure is accomplishing an 
amazing amount of work. For instance, your Chief Engineer, Mr. 
Ernst Lieberman, states that your annual state highway maintenance 
expenditures on 13 128 miles of road totals approximately $7 500 000. 
Based on these figures the average maintenance expenditure per mile 
per year is $565. This clarifies the picture considerably, as compared 
to a view of the total figures only. The picture can be further simpli-
fied by dividing the $565 by 300 (approximate available working days 
per year after eliminating Sundays and holidays). This simple arith-
metic results in an average expenditure of only $1.88 a mile a day in 
maintaining Illinois highways. This represents the wages of one 
"\V.P.A. workman for less than four hours per day. When we stop to 
realize all of the multitudinous operations involved in maintaining 
a mile of highway which must be paid for each day out of this $1.88 
available, we arc forced to take off our hats to the maintenance en-
gineer for doing a fine job on a limited amount of money. 
In Indiana I have broken this down for our county roads. With 
a total mileage of 66 825 and a total expenditure of $9 095 571 for 
all purposes, both construction and maintenance, in 1938, this averages 
only $136 a mile a year, or 45¢ a mile per working day. 
Such figures are somewhat startling. In view of the amount of 
criticism directed at our highway officials, we are led to the conclusion 
that many of our citizens are looking at road improvement programs 
through the wrong end of the telescope. 
Illinois is to be congratulated on its pioneer work in certain phases 
of the field of highway engineering. The results gained from the large 
scale experimental Bates Road Tests some 17 years ago have been of 
tremendous value, not only to the state of Illinois, but to all of the 
states. Definite proof of the value of the thickened edge concrete slab 
design, the desirability of a longitudinal center joint, in addition to 
other important factors in road design, were definitely established by 
these tests. Illinois has also been one of the pioneers in the develop-
ment of the fatigue theory in the failure of Portland cement concrete 
and also in the use of vibration in the construction of pavements and 
structures. During the period of 1918-24, Illinois embarked on a state 
highway bond issue improvement program totaling $160 000 000, 
which is still a record among the 48 states. No doubt there will always 
be arguments as to the relative merits of the bond issue method versus 
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the "pay as you go" method in financing highway improvement pro-
grams; nevertheless the fact remains that for a number of years Illinois 
has enjoyed the benefits to be derived from a system of high-type 
pavements, and still retains a rather large equity in this investment. 
Your state has the distinction at the present time of ranking first 
among the 48 states on the basis of mileage of high-type pavements 
with a total of some 13 000 miles. Figures on motor vehicle registra-
tions in a group of foreign countries recently published by Thomas H. 
MacDonald, Chief, U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, disclose that more 
motor vehicles are registered in the state of Illinois than in the follow-
ing countries combined: Russia, Italy, Belgium, Sweden, Netherlands, 
Czechoslovakia, and Norway. 
There has been sporadic agitation, unsupported by facts, for the 
construction of an elaborate and costly system of so-called super-
highways spanning the continent both north and south and cast and 
west. One recent proposal submitted in Congress would call for a 
government bond issue of $12 000 000 000 to finance such construc-
tion, with the naive suggestion that this investment could be com-
pletely retired through tolls charged for the use of the highways. 
Leading highway authorities are almost unanimous in the opinion 
that there is no present or near future need for such a system of high-
ways. They agree that the actual need for multiple-lane highways, 
either contiguous or divided-lane construction, is limited to the vicinity 
of large population centers, and that it would be a waste of funds to 
construct a continuous system of superhighways across the continent. 
According to the December, 1938, issue of Highway Topics, an 
average of only 300 motorists are moving daily in coast-to-coast trips 
on the main east and west continental highways. The .January issue 
of American Highways shows that we already have 10 000 miles of 
pavements exceeding two traffic lanes in width. 
In closing, it might be well to emphasize the slogan which was used 
by the Wisconsin State Highway Department some 15 or 20 years ago 
-namely, "Let's keep what we have till we get more to keep!" 
V. SYMPOSIUM ON CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 
OF BITUMINOUS SURF ACES 
(1) A METHOD FOR RESURFACING OLD PAVEMENTS 
GEORGE FRIES* 
To get the full value out of a city pavement, and yet retain good 
riding qualities throughout its life, presents many problems. Some of 
those are being solved, I believe, through resurfacing of old rough pave-
ments in the city of Rockford. The surfaces are special in that no 
binder or evener course is laid except where large holes exist. 
Because the existing crown should not be changed, and because it 
seemed undesirable to raise the gutter grade, a thin wearing course 
was specified on several streets of the city. The streets to be improved 
were in the heavily travelled downtown section as well as in the out-
lying residential districts. 
The requirements for the resurfacing must be the same as those for 
a new job; a smooth riding surface must be built. It is desirable that 
that surface be much smoother than the old. The material after being 
laid must be strong enough to resist displacement, and not disinte-
grate under traffic and the grinding action of chains used during icy 
weather. 
Rockford's first improvement of this nature was an attempt to re-
seal an old bituminous surface originally laid on a brick pavement 
supported by wood plank. If any of the old pavement was removed, 
there would be a resultant loss of value, and the cost of the new pave-
ment would be increased just as much as the loss of value mentioned. 
It was decided to place a %-in. thickness of cold-laid bituminous 
material meeting the requirements of the J classification. Because it 
was impossible to place the exact amount of material by hand in low 
places, as asphalt rakers leave only a smooth uncompacted surface, 
the surface after rolling had all the existing high and low spots together 
with additional irregularities caused by poor laborers. 
When the street was opened for traffic, critics were not backward 
in voicing their disapproval. Those people paid the bill, and therefore, 
the public officials had to correct those errors. 
*County Roads and City Streets Engineer, Dixon, Illinois. 
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Other streets of Rockford needed similar treatment, but the faults 
had to be corrected. 
In downtown Rockford, on a street that handles its major traffic 
concentration, a repair was indicated, or a new pavement would have 
to be built in a few years. Abandoned street car tracks were also quite 
a hazard: those rails should be covered. 
The problem, of course, was a smooth surface, stable under traffic, 
and yet not very thick. It was decided to build a bituminous surface 
without a binder course, and only one inch thick. A slightly special 
gradation was used for the aggregate; a 50 per cent native asphalt 
and 50 per cent petroleum asphalt cement was required, and a finishing 
machine was specified which would place, tamp, and strike off the top 
sheet material. 
It was felt that a device so built that a smooth grade line could 
be struck off after the proper amount of compacted material had been 
placed was the only method of getting a surface that would straight-
edge properly. 
A finishing machine of the desired type and skilled operators were 
supplied the contractor, and they laid a smooth sheet asphalt surface. 
The thickness averaged 1 inch with a minimum of% inch at the edge 
of the existing gutter. No material was placed in the gutter. 
Generally there was no difficulty in finishing the surface. Where 
surface tears occurred, the surface was raked and smoothed by rolling. 
Additional compaction was to be obtained by two rollers. I found 
that rolling could not be started immediately after the material had 
been spread, as blisters developed within the newly finished material. 
Only a slight additional amount of compaction was ever secured in 
rolling, and one tandem roller was found to be sufficient for proper 
compaction. Traffic did not have to iron out irregularities in the 
surface. Praise for the work instead of criticism was given the ad-
ministration. The surface was so satisfactory that the same machine 
was used to lay the cold class J materials specified for other work. 
I wish to summarize the results obtained: ( 1) A compacted sur-
face with excellent riding qualities; (2) complete salvage of the old 
pavement; (3) the crown of the street has not been increased and the 
gutters still have their original capacity for carrying storm drainage. 
The jobs thus briefly described do not follow the orthodox require-
ments for new work, except as to materials, but the work accomplished 
an extended life of a pavement, and years of future life for care of a 
heavy flow of traffic. 
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(2) BITUMINOUS SURF ACES 
A. R. CARTER* 
Hoping to stray not too far from the strict interpretation of the 
word "symposium," I have prepared this paper to deal with grading 
and base construction of roads for bituminous surfaces, and have 
limited my remarks to the general practice in Winnebago County. 
We are fortunate in having throughout the county suitable deposits 
of stone and gravel which arc easily accessible. Soil conditions in the 
county vary from a sandy loam in the eastern part to a yellow clay in 
the northwest part, and a heavy black loam underlain with yellow· 
and blue clay is to be found in the southwest part. 
The abundance of natural resources, and in most instances favor-
able conditions for adequate subgradc drainage, together with the 
practical observation that the feather edge base is not structurally 
sound for bituminous construction were all factors in deciding in 
favor of the trench method. 
In 1933 the County Highway Department adopted the following 
routine for the construction of traffic bound surface course pavement: 
Upon a minimum right-of-way requirement of sixty-six feet, a 
thirty-four foot roadway is graded with a crown of six inches. Standard 
ditches are cut one foot three inches below the edge of the roadway 
and five feet out. The back slopes arc cut to within two feet of the 
right-of-way line within a minimum slope of two to one. 
A twelve-foot blade grader with an offset extension on the blade 
cuts a trench three inches in depth and casts sufficient material upon 
the shoulder to form a finished trench uniformly eight inches in depth. 
Hand labor is employed to align the trench to its proper width, to cut 
trenches for French drains, and to prepare the subgrade for its appli-
cation of stone or gravel surface course materials. 
The base course aggregate is placed upon the subgrade in three 
layers, each layer being thoroughly compacted with an eight-ton 
roller before the following course is placed. 
The first course is composed of crushed stone aggregate ranging 
from one-half inch to four inches, with ten to twenty-five per cent 
fine material passing No. 4 sieve. The second course ranges in size 
from one-half inch to one and one-half inches, with ten to thirty-five 
per cent fine material passing No. 4 sieve. The third course ranges 
*County Superintendent of Highways, Winnebago County, Ill. 
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from one-half inch to one inch, with approximately thirty-five per cent 
fine material passing No. 4 sieve. 
The final finished cross section of roadway has a thirty-two-foot 
roadway width, with a nine-inch crown from center to edge of the 
shoulder, three inches in the stone surface course and six inches 
shoulder slope. We find from experience during the past five years 
that by using at least one inch per foot for our shoulder slope we 
obtain better surface drainage, and after the root system for the 
turf on the shoulders has fully developed, we do not experience so 
much difficulty with shoulders being raised above the surface of the 
roadway. 
Stone drains, usually called French drains, are built at all low 
points in the grade and at one hundred and fifty foot intervals on 
each side of the low points in the grade. The trench for the drains is 
constructed eight inches to twelve inches in width, and to a depth of 
approximately three inches below subgrade from the surface of the 
completed shoulder. The trench is filled with uniform stone or gravel, 
varying in size from three-quarters of an inch to one and one-half 
inches. 
All our construction work, with the exception of Portland cement 
concrete pavement and bridge work, has been done by the county 
forces under day labor construction. W c are using relief labor from the 
\V.P.A. in the quarry, and for finishing ditches, shoulders, culvert work, 
and general maintenance. 
Bituminous surface treatment of stone roads in \Vinncbago County 
dates back twenty-three years. This type of surface treatment work 
was done entirely by Rockford Township during that time. Surface 
treatment of roads using bituminous materials for roads on the State 
Aid System was not started until about 1934. 
The first work of this type consisted of two short sections of re-
tread work and six tenths of a mile of surface treatment. In 1937, 
four sections of road were built, following a modified A-1 Specification, 
using ten to twelve pounds of cover coat aggregate added to the 
application of prime material. The work was done by day labor, 
using T.C.-1 for prime coat and T.C.-2 for cover coat and seal, with 
the exception of one section where we used M.C.-1 for prime coat 
and S.C.-8 for cover coat. We experienced difficulty with M.C.-1 for 
prime coat work in getting satisfactory penetration on the stone base 
course. 
The cost of the aforementioned sections ranged from twenty-two 
to twenty-three cents per square yard. 
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The application of bituminous surface treatment work on State Aid 
roads has been deferred until the base course has been in service for 
at least one year. This gives us a chance to locate any defects or weak 
spots in the base, and usually places in the subgrade which are poorly 
drained appear within this time and can be repaired, and other defects 
in the surface can be corrected before the application of the surface 
treatment. 
(3) UNUSUAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
D. E. BALL* 
I doubt very much if I can offer you anything with reference to 
bituminous construction which is interesting, unless it might be the 
unusual methods used in the execution of the small jobs in the extreme 
southern part of the state. 
I am going back to the time when small cities, towns, and villages 
in the southern part of the state were preparing to spend their first 
Motor Fuel Tax Fund allotments; this time is about when W.P.A. first 
appeared. The place I have in mind is a small city of 2500 population 
located on the Ohio River. The city is surrounded by a levee approxi-
mately 15 ft. high on all sides; this height was about 3 feet too low 
in 1937. Mound City, the place to which I refer, is an average small 
southern town, when spoken of by a person living in Illinois. 
It was late in 1935 or early in 1936 when the city council decided 
to spend their accumulation of Motor Fuel Tax Funds. There had 
been allotted to them a total of about $3000. They decided to "black 
top" some of their gravel streets. As I remember, about all the council 
required was that the streets must be black when completed. 
The council called a meeting to which a member of the State 
Highway Department and myself were invited. At this meeting, after 
the Council had expressed its desire, and after considerable discussion, 
it was decided by all present to "black top" several of the city's streets. 
It was further decided to break down the term "black top" to a more 
specific type known to us as Bituminous Surface, Open-Graded Ag-
gregate Type, Sub-Class C-4, which is a machine mix. The final result 
·~ of this meeting was that a resolution was passed, an order was given 
to file a W.P.A. application, and a request was made for a survey, 
plans, and estimate of cost. While resolutions, applications, plans, 
*County Superintendent of Highways, Cairo, Ill. 
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proposal, \V.P.A. superintendents,· foreman, and a few other things 
were being approved by the various departments involved, the city 
council was given a list of the equipment required. 
At a later date I attended a meeting of the council at which the 
purchase, lease, borrowing, begging, or stealing of the necessary equip-
ment was planned. A steam asphalt roller was purchased from a junk 
yard. The price agreed to was, as I remember, $150. An old 21E 
concrete mixer was given to the city, but they had to pay the freight 
on it for a distance of about 100 miles and they had to buy a motor 
for it; the total cost was near $350. A boiler to heat the asphalt was 
purchased for $18. A pump and motor were rented for about $12 
per month. The motor was later replaced by a farm tractor at 70 
cents per hour. 
. 
~ow several days had passed. Everything had been approved by 
-as it appeared to that council-everybody. The materials were 
ordered and delivered. The equipment was ready. Work was started. 
For a time some of the equipment would run part of the time, but it 
was several days before ·an of the equipment would run at the same 
time any of the time. 
After several days, with equipment such as I have mentioned, with 
all W.P.A. labor-only one superintendent paid by the city-there 
was mixed, laid, and rolled, rather consistently for quite a few days, 
more than 200 tons of good bituminous concrete per 7¥:! hour day. 
The result of this is that Mound City has more than 15 000 square 
yards of Bituminous Surface, Sub-Class C-4, 2 inches thick, at a cost 
to the city of less than 40 cents per square yard; 
This pavement was finished in December, 1936. Late in January, 
1937, less than 60 days after the work was completed, it was covered 
by water from 14 to 18 feet deep. When the river receded the water 
inside of the levees formed a lake, which means that this pavement was 
under water for a period of about 60 days. The pavement has been 
given one seal coat and chips since completion. Today it is in a very 
good condition, which indicates that a.good job was done at the time 
of construction. 
In conclusion, I will say that the main thought in my mind while 
preparing this paper was not the cost per square yard, not the number 
of tons of material which were mixed and laid per day. The main 
thought is that the smallest incorporated city, town or village, or 
county in the State of Illinois has available, subject to their call with-
out direct cost to them, through their State Highway Department, 
engineers and engineering service equal to the best. This service and 
.. 
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association enables these smallest cities, towns, Yillagcs and counties to 
do street or road improvement of any type, from the lowest to the 
highest, under almost any circumstances. 
(4) UNOilTHODOX DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
OF BITU1\IINOU8 SURFACES 
H. D. Trno~':c 
An article on Unorthodox Design and Construction of Bituminous 
Surfaces could be a story of the construction of practically cnry 
bituminous surface. I question whether any phase of the construction 
field offers more variation in percentage of binder than docs the field 
of bituminous surfaces. A study of the various specifications of the 
Illinois Division of Highways, and, in fact, cYcry specification I han 
seen, shows a Yariation in the permissible amount of bituminous 
material of from fifty per cent to one hundred per cent O\'Cr the lower 
specified limit. I do not question the necessity or advisability of this 
wide range of variation. It is necessary in view of our limited lrnowl-
edgc of the definite actions of different binders on different gradations 
and densities of aggregates and on different bases. IfowcYcr, I feel 
that it entirely befogs the border line between orthodox and unortho-
dox construction. Current research on adhesion of bitumen anrl on the 
affinity of various aggregates for water or bitumen may giYe definite 
information, but the results arc as yet scarcely ronclusiYc. Concrete 
construction, insofar as proportioning is concerned, is now very nearly 
a standard matter for any particular class of concrete under any 
certain specification. But, on the other hand, who can tell the engineer 
on a job containing bituminous surfacing whether to use a minimum 
three per cent or a maximum six per cent of bituminous binder? 
That must, necessarily, be a matter for his personal judgment plus his 
knowledge, from past experience, of the action of the particular 
bituminous binder being used with the nggrcgatc on the job under 
construction. 
In my opinion the question outlined in the foregoing may be 
summed up in one sentence. 'Vlrnt is orthodox construction and design 
of bituminous surfaces? 
In the field of bituminous surface treatment 1 do not believe that 
the same rate of npplication within the same allowable range, should 
*County Superintendent of Highways, Kankakee County, Illinois. 
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be specified for the various bituminous emulsions and cutbacks as 
for Petroleum Asphalt Cement PA3 or Tar TH-1, nor do I believe that 
the same rnte of application of aggregate should be specified for both. 
It has always seemed a matter of mere common sense to consider the 
resulting quantity of bitumen after the volatiles have evaporated in 
curing. These volatiles vary from less than five per cent for the asphalt 
or tar cements to thirty-five per cent or forty-fin per cent in the cut-
backs or emulsions. 
The resultant quantity of bituminous material is the only bindPr 
in the completed surface and surely a certain amount of bitumen can 
coat and bind only a certain quantity of aggregate. The result has 
been that my surface treatments under the Sub-claRs A-1 specification, 
using cutback or emulsion as binder, show a decided tendency to raYel 
during the first winter, and require a seal coat much more urgently 
than do those constructed with the heavier bituminous cement. We 
have ceased to use the cutbacks and emulsions except under special 
circumstances in surface treatment construction. I question whether 
cutback or emulsified asphalts and tars belong in a surface treatment. 
Circumstances which arose during the early day:; of the motor fuel 
tax law and its distribution to the various municipalities dictated 
strongly design specifications not to be found in any Illinois Stand-
ards. A few of these which proved of value have since been included, 
in an improved form, in these standard specifications. At that time, 
however, the tendency among the smaller villages had been to apply 
road oil year after year to all the streets in the corporation limits. 
This practice certainly settled the dust, but, after ten or more years, 
led to a condition where the aggregate in the streets had either pot-
holed to an excessive degree or was so impregnated with oil as to be 
extremely unstable. The answer to both these conditions seemed to 
be the scarifying, shaping, and compaction of these streets, and the 
construction of a surface which would contain sufficient aggregate to 
stabilize the surface to an extent which would permit it to carry the 
traffic imposed upon it. It must also be sufficiently dense and water-
proof to resist the absorption of moisture from above and to resiRt 
potholing. J nasmuch as most municipalities had a great number of 
blocks of streets in the same condition, the council or village board 
was not satisfied to construct two or three blocks a year of a stabi-
lized base with a bituminous surface, or possibly one block of concrete 
pavement. They w:mted to show some decided progress. Furthermore, 
an analysis of traffic conditions on most of the streets of smaller cities 
and villages did not indicate economic justification of any larger ex-
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penditure for the further improvement of these streets. There was, 
therefore, developed the surface treatment which has since entered. 
the Standard Specifications as Subclass A-3. I have used this surface 
quite extensively in a number of villages and also on the county State 
Aid system with results which have been pleasantly surprising in a 
number of instances. In one village where there was very little ag-
gregate on streets which had been heavily oiled for a number of years, 
eleven blocks of the early type of A-3 surface treatment were con-
structed. Of this total, seven blocks are in their fourth year with 
one seal coat applied since their construction. Only one block has 
until now showed definite signs of potholing to any degree, and this 
block lacks base drainage. Here, as in a number of other similar 
cases, we used cover coat aggregate with a maximum top size of 
three-quarter inch instead of the specified one-half inch maximum of 
the present specification. I believe we have increased the keying action 
and the stability of the surface treatment by the use of this larger ag-
gregate. In another village on a State Aid route a similar street with 
good base drainage, but which was very much inclined to push and 
ridge, was similarly treated, and has not required any surface mainte-
nance in four years. 
Surface failures on improvements of this type have only occurred 
where there was not sufficient traffic to knead the treatment into a 
dense surface, or where the base, because of porous aggregate, such 
as cinders or soft brickbats, absorbed too great a percentage of asphalt 
from the surface treatment, leaving it deficient in bituminous ma-
terial. Possibly some of this absorption could have been prevented 
by using a prime coat of heavier material than called for in the 
specifications. 
Given a base of a thickness and stability which has shown itself 
capable of withstanding loads imposed upon it the year round for a 
number of years, it would seem logical that a water repcllant surface 
treatment of proper design to prevent ravelling and dusting is the 
only required surface. The few spot failures are more than compen-
sated for by the lower initial cost. 
Experimental work of the past season would indicate a positive 
place in the field of bituminous surfaces for medium curing asphalts: 
of the higher numbered grades. Present indications arc that a pli-
ability and penetration is obtained which was previously secured only 
by the use of slow curing asphalts and a surface application of 
powdered asphalt. 
My preference for heavier mats, where there is some question as 
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to base stability, has been for the dense graded aggregate type. They 
have carrying capacity, along with the retention of flexibility. There 
is a definite place in every extensive construction program for each 
of the various types of bituminous surfaces, and a careful consideration 
of the demands of traffic, the condition of the base, the available ag-
gregates, and the financial means will indicate which type is required. 
Individual conditions will very often necessitate a departure from the 
written specification in the interest of a better completed surface. 
I have never been very hesitant in departing from any bituminous 
specification. I believe that compelling a material producer or con-
tractor to delay a job for a matter of weeks while he imports foreign 
materials to incorporate with his aggregate in comparatively minor 
amounts is a procedure of questionable value, whether or not the 
aggregate which he could produce in his own plant met every letter 
of the approved specification. Present specifications arc not "specific" 
to that degree. I have always felt that engineering is the principle 
of incorporating the best available materials into a resulting product 
which will give the best possible service at the lowest reasonable cost. 
(5) UNORTHODOX IMPROVEl\IENT OF UNPAVED 
STREETS 
H. D. McCmcAHY* 
In the City of Springfield there arc about 75 milm; of unpaved 
streets. These streets for years have been in various stages of neglect, 
major repairs being effected mostly by filling mud holes with cinders 
and brick bats, or whatever happened to be handy. For some years 
a portion of these streets have been oiled as a joint maintenance propo-
sition, the property owners and the city each paying 50 per cent of the 
cost. This, of course, kept the dust down in the summer but it did not 
always keep the streets passable in the winter. 
In 1937 Mr. M. P. O'Brien, City Engineer, conceived the idea of 
working up a W.P.A. Project to improve all the unpaved streets in 
the city by the use of road oil and stone chips. At the suggestion of the 
W.P.A. officials, it was decided to use a cut-back asphalt instead of 
road oil, the extra cost being borne by the W.P.A. The asphalt used 
was Illinois Specification RC-2. The work was started about August 1, 
and was carried on for some time, shall we say, in the orthodox way. 
*Engineer of County Hoarls and City Stn•cts, Distriet No. 6, Illinois. 
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After preliminary shaping, a prime coat was followed by two applica-
tions of asphalt and stone chips, totaling about 1 gallon of RC-2 and 
80 pounds of chips per square yard. The chips used were graded down 
from a maximum size of % inch with very little dust. 
The unorthodox part of the project came about when it was decided 
to keep the work going through cold weather. 
The work was carried on almost without a break until December 
31, with the lowest temperature 15 degree above zero. During the cold 
weather period the asphalt was heated to a temperature of from 275 
degrees to 300 degrees, and was probably about 200 degrees when it 
came out of the distributor. Of course, there were always plenty of 
men available for spreading chips, and these were put on immediately 
after the distributor passed. The asphalt as it came out of the dis-
tributor was laid on the subgrade like a blanket and the chips as they 
were spread acted not so much as a surface seal but were actually 
imbedded in the asphalt, and the resultant surface was almost all 
exposed chips. The ground being frozen, there was no need for a prime 
coat, and the first application of 0.5 gallon of asphalt was covered 
with about 40 pounds of chips. The second application was of the 
same amount, and the asphalt set up so rapidly that this second ap-
plication could be made almost immediately. Most of the streets re-
quired two trips of the distributor to cover the full width, and when the 
warmer weather came along there was some bleeding, especially in the 
center where the two applications overlapped. When this bleeding 
became excessive, additional chips were added. 
The streets constructed in cold weather are still in fairly good 
condition, and I am sure that by the following June 1st no one, not 
in touch with the construction, could tell by visual inspection which 
streets were surfaced when the temperature was 80 degrees and which 
ones were surfaced when the temperature was 15 degrees. One street 
in particular was scarified the day before a hard freeze. The surface 
treatment was applied the second day following, and this street, while 
it developed a few holes where frozen clods were not broken up, came 
through in fairly good condition. 
I am not setting up this particular winter application of a bitumi-
nous surface treatment as something to follow at all times, but the 
results obtained in Springfield give us something to think about. The 
most severe criticism of the work would be that there was not 
enough advance planning. Very little attempt was made to improve 
existing grade lines and not enough thought was given to drainage in 
some places. It seems to have been one of those places where the city 
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had to trust to God and a fast infield, and for the most part the infield 
did all right. 
Ten or fifteen miles of the streets treated in 1937 were treated again 
during 1938, and the remainder of the seventy-five miles had all been 
treated by the first of September, 1938. 
I might add that the poorest results have been on the streets where 
there is a large amount of parking, and where there are no entrance 
culverts. The open ditches tend to fill up where there is daily driving 
over them, and, where there is much parking along the side of the 
street, there is some breaking up of the edges of the bituminous mat. 
Several of the streets which have very little parking are still in very 
good condition even though the improvement has invited a greater 
amount of traffic than was ever expected. This last year some attempt 
was made to have the property owners put in entrance culverts, with 
a noticeable improvement of the streets where these entrances were 
placed. I would say that for the most part the streets are in good 
condition, and certainly can be classed as "all weather" streets. 
During 1938 Sangamon County built a section that was unorthodox 
only in that the construction was not covered by the Illinois specifica-
tions. A number of other states have been doing this particular type 
of work for some time. Following these two experimental sections of 
oil and gravel stabilization described here last year by Mr. Todson, 
then County Superintendent of Highways of Sangamon County, a 
section 6.5 miles long on a previously-graded road was built in 1938, 
stabilizing a mixture of earth and gravel with E-3 road oil. The earth 
was a black silt clay loam, and the aggregate was a commercial gravel 
having a top size of one inch and ten to twenty-five per cent passing 
the number eight sieve. 
The existing roadbed was scarified to a depth of four inches, and 
half this material was mixed with an equal amount of aggregate. The 
subgrade was primed with E-3 at the rate of 0.38 gallon per square 
yard. The earth and aggregate were then mixed, and E-3 was added 
at the rate of 2.46 gallons per square yard in four or more applications. 
This gave a proportion of oil in the completed mixture of approxi-
mately 5.2 per cent. The resultant mixture was then spread, shaped, 
and rolled with both a three-wheel and a rubber-tired roller. A seal 
coat was then added, using 0.27 gallon MC-3 with 30 pounds of aggre-
gate per square yard. The seal coat aggregate was gravel graded 
from % inch maximum to 50 to 90 per cent passing number eight 
sieve. The total cost of the section was $0.466 per square yard. 
The processing was started on August 19, and completed on Sep-
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tember 26, and· some very wet weather was encountered during that 
period. Except for some trouble experienced in the mixing, the work 
was as a whole satisfactory, and the section has come through the 
winter so far in very good shape. I would call your attention to the 
fact that for the mixing the best results were obtained by the use of an 
ordinary power-driven farm cultivator. This cultivator, used in con-
nection with a motor patrol having a 12-foot blade, did the work better 
than the various disk harrows, multiple blade maintainers, and other 
types of mixing equipment used. 
Of the two experimental sections described by Mr. Todson last year, 
the section that was stabilized without the addition of any aggregates 
seems to have given the best results so far. There has been no sign of 
any break at any place on this section. There is no raveling at the 
edges and, for the type of soil we have in Sangamon County, I would 
say that the job is very satisfactory. 
The high cost of the aggregates used in the long section in 1938 
does not seem to be warranted in view of the results obtained on the 
section without aggregates. The cost of the aggregates on the section 
built in 1938 was $0.188 per square yard and this does not include the 
additional cost for processing when the aggregates were added, which 
would bring the total cost to possibly $0.20 per square yard. 
VI. BITUMINOUS MATERIALS USED ON 
ILLINOIS HIGHWAYS 
E. 0. SELLERS* 
This paper includes a brief discussion of the source, manufacture, 
and characteristics of bituminous materials used in Illinois on state, 
county and township roads. The specific uses of some of the materials 
are also briefly discussed. Mixtures of bituminous materials and ag-
gregates are not included. No attempt is made to give details of the 
manufacturing process except where they are essential in describing 
and differentiating between the various bituminous materials specified 
by the Illinois Division of Highways. 
There are three general classes of bituminous materials used for 
road building purposes. The three classes are native asphalts, petro-
leum asphalts or oils, and refined coal tars. 
Native Asphalts.-There are several different kinds of native or 
natural asphalts. The four that have been used for road building or 
for road maintenance in Illinois are Trinidad, Bermudez, Gilsonite and 
Grahamite. Trinidad asphalt is taken from a large natural deposit 
of asphalt known as "Lake Trinidad" located on the Island of Trini-
dad near the coast of Venezuela, South America. After the water is 
removed from the crude Trinidad asphalt it contains 34 to 38 per cent 
of fine mineral and is very hard. The penetration at 77 deg. F., 100 
grams, 5 seconds, is 11/:i to 4. Bermudez asphalt is taken from a 
deposit of natural asphalt located in V cnezuela, South America. Re-
fined Bermudez asphalt free from water contains 2 to 4 per cent of 
fine mineral and is softer than Trinidad asphalt. The penetration at 
77 deg. F., 100 grams, 5 seconds, is 20 to 30. Gilsonite is a very hard 
brittle material, containing from 0 to 5 per cent of fine mineral, found 
in natural deposits located in the western part of the United States. 
Grahamite is also a hard material found in natural deposits located 
in the western part of the United States. It contains less than 5 per 
cent mineral. 
Native asphalts arc refined by heating to remove water and mixing 
or fluxing with a softer petroleum oil or residual in order to obtain 
the desired penetration, consistency, or hardness. Trinidad and Ber-
mudez asphalts are used in the construction of high type bituminous 
surfaces, such as sheet asphalt and bituminous concrete. Gilsonite and 
*Chief Chemist, Illinois Division of Highways, Bureau of 1\Iaterials, Springfield, Illinois. 
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Grahamite are used in paints and waterproofing materials; they are 
not often used in paving mixtures. Transportation charges increase 
the delivered prices of Trinidad and Bermudez native asphalts to a 
point where they cannot compete with the delivered prices of petroleum 
asphalts here in Illinois. On account of this difference in price range, 
very little native asphalt is used on Illinois highways. 
Petroleum Oil or Asphalt.-The following are brief explanations of 
some of the terms that will be used in describing petroleum asphalt: 
Distillation.-The separation of petroleum crude oil into various 
constituents such as gasoline, kerosene, furnace oil, gas oil, wax 
distillate and asphalt, by the addition of heat to vaporize the 
volatile constituents, and the condensation of the vapors, both 
under definitely controlled conditions. 
Crude Oil.-Petroleum oil as it comes from oil wells or storage 
tanks. 
Distillate.-The portion of the crude oil that is volatile at the 
temperatures and pressures used in the refining process. 
Residual.-The portion of the crude oil that is not volatile at 
the temperatures and pressures used in the refining process. 
Asphalt Cement.-A petroleum residual that has a penetration 
at 77 deg. F., 100 grams, 5 seconds, of less than 350. 
Cut-Back Asphalt.-An asphalt cement to which a volatile sol-
vent similar to gasoline or kerosene has been added in order to 
make the asphalt cement liquid at lower temperatures. 
The three general types of crude petroleum oil are asphaltic base, 
semi-asphaltic base and paraffin base, sometimes designated as naph-
thenic, mixed base and paraffin base crude oils. Asphaltic base crudes 
are produced in Mexico and the Gulf Coast region. Semi-asphaltic 
base crudes are produced in Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, and Illinois. There are no definite dividing lines between the 
fields in which the different types of crude oil are produced. A large 
portion of the asphalt and road oil used in Illinois is manufactured 
from semi-asphaltic base crude oil. Paraffin base crude oil is usually 
not used in the manufacture of asphalt. Crude oils from Oklahoma 
and north Texas contain about 9 per cent asphalt; crude oils from 
Illinois 10 or 12 per cent asphalt, and crude oils from the Smackover 
fields in Arkansas about 25 per cent asphalt. Some of the :Mexican 
crude oils contain as high as 60 per cent asphalt. If proper refining 
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methods are used, good grades of asphalt cement can be produced 
from semi-asphaltic base crudes. 
Originally, crude oil was distilled only in cylindrical batch stills. 
These batch stills are charged with crude oil and the heat in the 
furnace is gradually increased. The heat changes the more volatile 
portion of the crude oil into vapor. These vapors arc passed through 
a condenser or cooler and condensed to a liquid distillate. The lower 
boiling range fractions arc removed first and as the temperature in-
creases the less volatile or higher boiling range fractions are succes-
sively removed from the crude oil and condensed. The stillman 
watches the distillate through a look box, takes samples occasionally 
and tests them. When the desired gravity or distillation range is 
reached for a given fraction, the flow of the condensed distillate is 
transferred to another storage compartment. The fractions are usually 
removed from scmi-asphaltic base crude oils in the following order: 
,gasoline, kerosene, furnace oil, gas oil, .and wax distillate which con-
tains lubricating oil. The residue remaining in the still is the material 
from which asphalt, road oil, and heavy fuel oil arc produced. If a 
large amount of gasoline and no asphalt cement or road oil are 
desired, the temperature may be increased until the residual is coke. 
If asphalt cement is to be manufactured from the residual, the distil-
lation is usually stopped when the residue has a penetration at 
77 deg F., 100 grams, 5 seconds, between 200 and 350. If a road oil 
is desired, the distillation is discontinued at a still lower temperature. 
The stopping of the distillation process at a lower temperature removes 
less high boiling range liquid from the residual oil and this causes the 
residual oil to be thinner. If the distillation process is discontinued 
at a higher temperature more high boiling range liquid is removed from 
the residual oil causing it to be thicker. By introducing dry steam 
through perforated coils in the bottom of the still, the higher boiling 
range fractions of the crude oil can be removed at lower temperatures. 
This practice is often followed in order to reduce the residual to the 
desired consistency at temperatures sufficiently low to prevent crack-
ing. Steam used in this manner will also assist in preventing local 
overheating. 
The batch still has been almost entirely replaced by a continuous 
process in which pipe stills and fractionating towers are used. An 
outline of a flow chart for a continuous distillation process is shown 
in Fig. 1. No details are shown in this figure. It is intended to show 
the order in which various fractions are removed from the crude oil, 
and that the residue is used in the manufacture of asphalt. The pipe 
.. 
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still consists of numerous lengths of pipe 4 or 5 inches in diameter. 
The still may contain three or four thousand feet of this pipe enclosed 
in a furnace so that the pipes can be heated to the desired temperature 
and the temperature controlled within reasonable limits. The frac-
tionating tower is a tall tower containing bubble caps, plates and trays. 
The temperature in the tower is regulated; the lowest temperature is 
at the t-Op of the tower and the highest temperature near the bottom. 
The crude oil or topped crude is passed through the pipe still in order 
to heat it to the desired temperature. The hot crude passes from the 
pipe still into the fractionating tower where the volatile portion is 
separated into the desired fractions, condensed and drawn off as shown 
in Fig. 1. The residual oil in the bottom of the t-Ower is used in the 
the production of asphalt and road oil. This process is varied in order 
to obtain the products desired. If road oil or slow curing liquid asphalt 
is desired, lower temperatures are used in order to remove less high 
boiling range volatile material from the residual oil. If asphalt cement 
is to be produced, the temperature is usually raised so that the residual 
will have a penetration at 77 deg. F., 100 grams, 5 seconds, of less 
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than 350. Steam is often released through perforated pipes in the 
bottom of the tower in order to reduce the temperature required to 
remove the higher boiling fractions. This was explained in connection 
with the operation of the batch still. 
The temperature is often so regulated that the wax distillate and 
heavy gas oil remain in the residual oil in the bottom of the tower. 
This residual is then passed through a pipe heater or still similar to 
the one previously described, and shown in Fig. 1, reheated to the de-
sired temperature and passed into a vacuum tower, similar to the 
tower previously described and shown in Fig. 1 except that the internal 
pressure in the vacuum tower is only a small fraction of atmospheric 
pressure. The wax distillate is removed at this low pressure, usually 
in the presence of steam. By regulating the temperature and vacuum, 
the residual in the tower can be removed at almost any desired con-
sistency from road oil down to 40 penetration paving asphalt. 
The residuals in the batch still, in the atmospheric tower, and in 
the vacuum tower are used in the manufacture of asphalt fillers, 
Illinois Division of Highways, Specification Designations PAF-1 to 
PAF-4, inclusive, and AWP, Paving Asphalts, Specification Desig-
nations PA-1 to PA-3, inclusive, Rapid Curing Liquid Asphalts, 
Specification Designations RC-lA to RC-4, inclusive, Medium 
Curing Liquid Asphalts, Specification Designations MC-1 to MC-5, 
inclusive, and Slow Curing Liquid Asphalt, Specification Designations 
SC-5 to SC-8, inclusive. These materials are usually not heated to 
temperatures sufficiently high to cause decomposition or cracking. If 
very much cracking has taken place, the materials produced will not 
comply in all respects with the specifications listed above. 
The residual oil is usually taken to batch asphalt stills in order to 
complete the manufacture of asphalt. The residual oil in the batch 
asphalt still is heated to a temperature of approximately 450 deg. F., 
and blown with air in order to reduce the residual to the desired pene-
tration, consistency, or hardness. Steam is sometimes used in the batch 
still in order to remove some of the high boiling range volatile remain-
ing in the residual. This also reduces the penetration. 
The asphalt fillers specified by the Illinois Division of Highways, 
with the exception of asphalt PAF -2, for center line and crack filler, 
are highly blown materials. Blowing asphalt with air lowers the pene-
tration, lowers the ductility, and raises the softening point. Asphalt 
PAF-2 has a minimum softening point of 122 deg. F. and a minimum 
ductility of 30 centimeters. It must be blown with air until the soften-
ing point is above 122 deg. F., but must not be blown until the due-
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tility is below 30 centimeters. Asphalt PAF -3 for filling expansion 
joints has a minimum softening point of 180 deg. F. and a minimum 
ductility of 3 centimeters. It must be blown with air until the soften-
ing point increases to a minimum of 180 deg. F. This usually reduces 
the ductility at 77 deg. F. to 3 or 4 centimeters. Specifications for 
paving asphalts and bases for liquid asphalts do not contain softening 
point requirements, so it is not necessary to blow them except to 
reduce the penetration. Blowing with air makes asphalt less susceptible 
to changes in temperature; for this reason it is advantageous to blow 
paving asphalts provided they are not blown until the ductility is 
reduced below the minimum specified. 
Asphalts that are too viscous or thick for use at air temperatures 
must be liquefied before they can be used. The three methods used 
for liquefying asphalts are heat, the addition of a volatile solvent 
similar to gasoline or kerosene, and emulsifying with water. When 
volatile materials are added to asphalt cements to liquefy them, 
different percentages of solvent, and solvents having different distilla-
tion ranges are used in order to obtain the viscosity or thickness and 
rate of curing desired. As the percentage of a given solvent is in-
creased, the viscosity or thickness of the liquid asphalt is reduced. 
Liquid asphalts which contain more solvent require less heat to liquefy 
them sufficiently for use in a distributor or mixer. The volatile solvent 
evaporates when the mixture in which the liquid asphalt is incorpo-
rated is exposed to the air. 
A slow curing liquid asphalt is usually reduced with steam to 
the desired viscosity; that is, solvents arc not added to these ma-
terials. However, some of the refineries that produced slow curing 
liquid asphalt for the Illinois Division of Highways during the year 
1938, reduced the residual to approximately 100 penetration and added 
heavy gas oil to this 100 penetration material to obtain the desired 
viscosity. Medium curing liquid asphalt is produced by the addition, 
under controlled conditions, of a volatile petroleum solvent having a 
distillation range of approximately 350 to 525 deg. F., to 80-150 pene-
tration paving asphalt. The solvent is similar to kerosene. Rapid 
curing liquid asphalt is produced by adding a volatile petroleum 
solvent under controlled conditions, to 50-90 penetration paving 
asphalt. The solvent has a boiling range of approximately 250 to 
430 deg. F. and is similar to gasoline from which the lower boiling 
fractions have been removed. Slow curing liquid asphalts and road 
oils contain only the high boiling fractions remaining in them after 
they are reduced to the desired viscosity, or heavy gas oil which has 
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been added to obtain the desired thickness, so they cure or set slowly. 
Since a volatile solvent is added to medium curing liquid asphalt, it 
sets faster than slow curing liquid asphalt. Rapid curing liquid asphalt 
contains a lower boiling range solvent than medium curing. This 
difference in solvents causes rapid curing material to set or cure faster. 
A cut-back asphalt that has been liquefied by the addition of gasoline 
will cure faster than a cut-back asphalt that has been liquefied by the 
addition of kerosene, because gasoline evaporates faster than kerosene. 
When asphalt is emulsified it is put into a liquid form by using 
an emulsifying agent and water. The asphalt is heated until liquid and 
mixed with water and an emulsifying agent in the desired proportions. 
This mixture is passed through a machine (often a colloid mill) which 
disperses the asphalt into very small globules. These small globules 
are surrounded by a thin film of emulsifying agent (usually a soap 
solution) which holds the asphalt in a dispersed form in the water. 
There are two kinds of emulsions, water dispersed in oil or asphalt, 
and oil or asphalt dispersed in water. Asphalt emulsions used in road 
work are oil or asphalt dispersed in water, or water is the continuous 
phase. These emulsions can be further diluted with soft water and 
still remain uniform. When the film of emulsifying agent surrounding 
the globules of asphalt breaks, the asphalt and water separate. When 
aggregates are coated with emulsions, the time required for the asphalt 
and water to separate is known as the setting time. There are quick 
setting, medium setting, and slow setting emulsions. The setting time 
is controlled by the degree of dispersion and the amount and type 
of emulsifying agent used in the manufacture of the emulsion. 
The asphalts previously referred to in this paper are produced from 
residuals that are not cracked, or where the amount of cracking is 
comparatively small. The gas oil and sometimes other fractions of 
crude oil are often used as cracking stock. The gas oil or other crack-
ing stock is taken to a cracking unit or still and subjected to high 
temperatures and pressures in order to decompose the cracking stock 
and obtain a higher percentage and a better quality of gasoline from 
the original crude oil. The cracking stock, after it goes through the 
cracking still, where it is subjected to high temperature and pressure, 
is taken through one or more reaction chambers to a fractionating 
tower, where the decomposition products are separated into pressure 
distillate and pressure tar. The largest portion of the pressure distil-
late is gasoline with a relatively high octane number. The residual 
remaining in the fractionating tower is a comparatively low-viscosity, 
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high-gravity petroleum pressure tar. This pressure tar is used in the 
production of road oils for earth surfaces, and slow curing liquid 
asphalts, Illinois Division of Highways, Specification Designations 
E-2 to E-4, inclusive, and SC-1 to SC-4, inclusive. The pressure tar is 
reduced with steam or by direct heat to the desired viscosity. Asphalts 
and road oils manufactured from petroleum pressure tar have higher 
specific gravities, are more susceptible to changes in temperature, cure 
faster, change more rapidly when blown with air, are more difficult to 
emulsify, and have lower ductilities at low temperatures than asphalts 
and road oils manufactured from uncracked residuals. 
Tar.-Practically all of the road tar used in Illinois is coal tar, 
which originates from the destructive distillation of bituminous coal. 
Steel mills use a large amount of coke as fuel. In the production of 
coke, bituminous coal is placed in a retort, constructed to prevent the 
entrance of air, and the coal is heated to from 1800 deg. F. to 2400 
deg. F. The vapors from the coal are passed through coolers and 
washers, where the tar is condensed and separated from the gas. 
Twelve or thirteen gallons of tar may be recovered from one ton of 
coal. The crude tar is sold to the distillers by the steel companies. 
The crude tar is placed in cylindrical batch stills or continuous 
process stills, heat is applied and the lower boiling fractions are 
vaporized and condensed. The distillates are used in the refining of 
benzol, toluol, xylol, creosote oil, anthracene, and many other products. 
The maximum temperature used in the distillation depends upon the 
desired consistency for the refined tar. Tars that have a softening 
point of more than 80 deg. F. are classified as coal tar pitch, and tars 
that have a softening point of less than 80 deg. F. are classified as 
refined coal tar. Tars used in the construction of bituminous surfaces 
in Illinois are usually refined coal tar. The refined coal tar may be 
blended with the heavier distillates in order to obtain the desired 
curing properties and the desired thickness, viscosity, or float test. 
Refined coal tar has a comparatively high specific gravity and is 
more susceptible to changes in temperature than asphalt; that is, it 
becomes harder in winter and softer in summer. The sun's rays de-
teriorate thin films of coal tar. Coal tar is more difficult to emulsify 
than asphalt. Open graded tar mixtures exposed to the action of water 
in layers sufficiently thick to prevent deterioration due to the sun's 
rays, will not deteriorate as fast as similar mixtures containing asphalt. 
Refined coal tar will penetrate most surfaces better than asphalt. 
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Summary.-Asphalts are produced by the refining of native 
asphalts taken from natural deposits, and from the residual oil result-
ing from the distillation of petroleum crude oil. The residual oil is 
taken to an asphalt still, reduced with steam, and blown with air to 
the desired penetration. Paving asphalts are blown only a short time, 
since a prolonged period of blowing would reduce the ductility below 
the minimum specified. 
Asphalt fillers, such as those used in brick pavements, are highly 
blown with air in batch stills. They have higher softening points, 
lower ductilities, are less susceptible to temperature changes, and are 
less cohesive than paving asphalts. 
Asphalts are liquefied by heating, by the addition of volatile 
diluents, and by emulsifying with water. · 
The road oil for earth surfaces and a large portion of the slow-
curing liquid asphalt used on Illinois roads are produced from petro-
leum pressure tar resulting from the cracking process used in the 
refining of petroleum; that is, from the destructive distillation of pe-
troleum oil. 
Crude tar is produced from the destructive distillation of bitumin-
ous coal. This crude tar is distilled and the residual used in the pro-
duction of refined coal tar for road building purposes. 
VIL CUTTING CONCRETE EXPANSION JOINTS 
EDWARD S. FnASER* 
An important problem in highway construction is that of forming 
expansion and contraction joints. As yet, no method has been devised 
that can truly be said to meet all the requirements of a good joint. 
The construction of these joints may be divided into three parts: 
first, the preparation of the subgrade such that there will be little or 
no movement of the slabs relative to each other; second, obtaining a 
suitable material with which to construct the joint; and third, putting 
this material into the pavement in a satisfactory manner. The first 
part is a problem in soil mechanics and will not be discussed here. 
Many solutions have been advanced to find a suitable material 
of which to construct the joint. Among the ones tried have been wood, 
premoulded bitumens, metal and bitumen combinations, and air 
cushion joints. 
The third problem, that of putting the material into the joint, is 
one with a variety of answers. Many methods haYe been used and are 
being used throughout the nation, but none of these is entirely satis-
factory. In some of these methods the concrete abo\'e the joint may 
be seriously damaged, and may not stand the wear and impact that 
the rest of the pavement will take. In others, the joint may become 
clogged with dirt, rendering it useless, and creating the danger of 
blow-ups. 
A method is under trial at the University of Illinois which, it is 
hoped, will eliminate many of these troubles. This method is the 
cutting of the joint by means of an abrasive wheel after the concrete 
has set sufficiently so that the cutting will not deteriorate its quality 
about the joint. The method was suggested during a recent investi-
gation of jointing materials by members of the staff. The work has 
been carried on (by means of state funds) under the direction of 
Professor Crandell by A. A. Krivo, E. D. Ebert, Warren Grasso, Sidney 
Berman, and the author. A complete report of the investigation will 
be incorporated in a thesis being written by the author. He is indebted 
to Professor Crandell for permission to use these data and to Pro-
fessor Wiley for valuable suggestions preparatory to writing this paper. 
The following pages contain the basic principles on which this 
procedure is based, a comparison in cost and results with one present-
*Senior student in Civil Engineering, University of Illinois. 
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FIG. 1. PROCESSES IN JOINT CONSTRUCTION, USING A ROTATING 
CUTTING WHEEL IN A CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
day method, an explanation of what has been accomplished, and a 
description of some equipment used. 
This method has been used abroad with various degrees of success, 
but no reliable information has been secured to warrant its inclusion in 
this paper. 
The Method 
In preparing the joint for cutting by the abrasive wheel, the con-
crete is laid monolithically with the jointing material in place. This jointing material may be any rigid type now in use. It is placed to 
within two inches of the finished surface and preferably about one inch 
into the subgrade. The concrete is allowed to set and is cut a determin-
able time after pouring. This time will vary from one to two days 
depending on the aggregate used. 
The machine is aligned over the joint so that the abrasive wheel 
will make its cut at one edge of the jointing material (see Fig. 1). 
The cutting wheel is then passed across the surface a number of times 
• 
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until a depth of two inches is reached. The other edge of the joint 
is cut by resetting the machine. When these cuts nre complete, there 
is a strip of concrete left over the jointing material which can be 
easily chipped out. The space now left is filled with a poured tar or 
asphalt and the joint is complete. 
Features of Cut Joint 
The cut joint has several advantages. These ran be enumerated 
as follows: 
(1) The slab is poured monolithically. 
This insures a joint that will be as smooth to ride ovrr as any 
other section in the pavement. The objectionable bump-bump-bump 
as the wheels pass over sorne of today's joints will be reduced to a 
minimum. 
(2) The jointing material is kept about two inches below the Rurfacc. 
·with a maximunr size of aggregate of 1 Y:! inches, two inches pro-
vides room for good concrete to cover the jointing material. This 
concrete will not be disturbed while it is setting. 
Since the joint is cut to a depth of about two incheR, the asphalt or 
the tar has a holding surface considerably greater than in joints used 
today. This surface is clean and the material will adhere strongly to it. 
It is known that trucks often tear out chunks of the asphalt filler 
and leave the jointing material exposed. \Vith the filler more securely 
fixed the possibility of this happening is reduced, for if any filler were 
torn out it would be but a small portion at the surface. This would 
still leave some of the filler in place to keep out water and dirt. 
Because the top of the jointing material is two inches below the 
surface, the finishing screeds may pass m·er the joint without being 
lifted. Contractors have often complained of this trouble, and engi-
neers claim that the screeds often misplace the joints. \Yith this 
trouble eliminated, a better class of pavements should be secured. 
(3) The joint is cut after the final set. 
The present method of laying joints in Illinois calls for finishing 
of the concrete while it is setting. In so doing, the concrete about the 
joint is worked three times, causing many fines to rome to the surface. 
It is the nuthor's opinion that this takes place to an excessive extent, 
and causes a very weak edge just at the place where the concrete 
should be strongest. Cutting the joint eliminates this trouble, and the 
quality of the concrete is maintained throughout the entire slab . 
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FIG. 3. THE LIP 
Because the joint is cut, it must, of necessity, be straight or follow 
a smooth, long-radius curve. This has a pJeasing effect and makes for 
better appearing roads. 
The edge of the joint is square and it can be completely filled with 
asphalt without having any on the surface of the concrete l:-Jee Fig. 2). 
Spalling 
The spalling and breaking down of joints has been a chief concern 
of highway men. .i\Iany concrete road,; have had to be replaced be-
cause of spalled joints. It is the author's opinion that exce::lsi\'e work-
ing of the concrete about the joint is the cause of spalling. Some solu-
tions have been proposed, but none, to my knowledge, has been 
completely successful. That is, if 1opalling is eliminated other qualities 
are sacrificed. 
The cut joint is not a cure-all, but is nearer the desired goal than 
any other method yet devised. There is abt-iolutely no working of the 
eoncrcte about the joint after it has set, and the danger of spalling 
due to this cause is reduced to a minimum. 
The Lip 
In cutting the joint, it must be assured that the jointing material 
is directly under the cuts or the finished joint will not be continuous 
vertically. Should the cuts be made so as to be on one side of the joint-
ing material, what is called a "lip" will be formed (see Fig. 3). This 
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Frn. 4. THE CuTTING MACHINE IN UsE ON THE HIGHWAY 
does not greatly harm the working of the joint, but it does cause a 
plane of weakness (A-A in Fig. 3) which might cau e the breaking off 
of a portion of the concrete. Thus, it is necessary that the cuts be 
made so as to include the jointing material entirely between them. 
The Cost 
The only positive method to determine the cost of cutting the joint 
is by field tests. Such a test was partly under way in the summer of 
1938 but several conditions made the data unreliable. These tests were 
made using a gasoline-powered machine designed to cut an eight- to 
twelve-foot pavement and not a twenty-two-foot pavement as was 
actually worked on. The joints were cut satisfactorily but the time 
taken was excessive due to many difficulties. In one case, while cutting 
on a slope, the machine began to slide down hill due to the vibrf\tions 
set up in the frame by the gasoline motor. The abrasive wheels could 
not stand the strain and broke. Such difficulties as these are expected 
in a new machine, but with time and experience they can be avoided. 
Several joints were cut, however, and will be watched under the action 
of traffic and weather (see Fig. 4). 
It is possible from data collected at the University to determine 
the approximate cost per joint subject to field and labor troubles. The 
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Flo. 5. THE CUTTINO M ACHINE AFTER COMPLETION 
Flo. 6. SECTION THROUGH SLAB, SHOWING How Goon CONCRETE CoMEs ABOVE 
JOINT WHEN Two INCHES BELOW SURFACE 
The upper set shows a comparieon between the finished joint and a cut joint. 
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FIG. 7. JOINT CUT IN LABORATORY, WITH CHIPPED-OUT CONCRETE 
PLACED OPPOSITE CUT JOINT 
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most reliable data on which to make the estimate were collected when 
using the gasoline engine mentioned in the foregoing (see Fig. 5). It 
was operated on a 20 x 20-ft. slab 7 inches deep. The labor employed 
in pouring the slab was that used in and about Champaign-Urbana 
for street work. 
As is seen in Fig. 5, there were two cutting wheels on the machine. 
These could be arranged to cut one or two slots with each pass, as 
desired. It should be noted that the aggregate was crushed limestone; 
gravel aggregate will act differently. 
The spaces in Table 1 dividing the data into sections are to 
segregate the time of cutting into periods of approximately an even 
day. That is, the first set is for one day or 24 hours, and the second 
set is for the second day, or 48 hours after the concrete was poured. 
This is done because it would be at these times that the contractor 
would cut the joints. He would probably pour during the day and cut 
the following day, not during the night. 
In determining an average time for cutting, it has been assumed 
that the construction period is from May until November, or 27 weeks; 
that the crews would work on Saturday, but not on Sundays or holi-
days; and that only storms of great intensity would prevent the men 
from working on the cutter. Ordinary rain should not bother the men, 
and will definitely not affect the operation of the machine. 
TABLE 1 
Age Wheel ·Length Depth !\lake of Width Aggregate hrs. Alignment ft. in. Wheel in. 
Limestone 24 Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
Limestone 25711 Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
Limestone 28711 Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
Limestone 30 Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
Limestone 47!/o Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
Limestone 48 Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
Limestone 49~ Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
Limestone 49~ Tandem 10 2 Precision Ys 
I ... imestone 71 Parallel 10 2 Precision on one Ys 
Limestone 71 Parallel 10 2 Norton Ys on other 
I.imestone 144 Parallel 10 2 Norton on one Ys 
Limestone 144 Parallel 10 2 Precision Ys on other 
Average Cutting Time per joint for 27-week construction period = 36-54. 
Cutting Return Total 
Time Time Time 
min.-sec. min.-sec. min.-sec. 
6-07 2-16 14-48 
6-55 1-15 11-30 
12-13 1-33 17-55 
11-4!1 1-17 17-09 
14-39 - 1-19 21-10 
11-28 1-06 17-17 
9-18 1-38 1;..-15 
12-06 1-06 16-25 
37-19 2-38 52-00 
34-37 2-38 52-00 
49-57 2-51 60-30 
43-53 2-51 60-30 
Average Weight Times Values 
min.-sec. 
15-20 110/142 
x2+5 
17-17 28/142 X2+5 
52-00 3/142 
60-30 1/142 
Total 
min.-sec. 
27-36 
7-18 
1-06 
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.. 
Fm. 8. ONE OF THE JOINTS CuT OuT IN THE HIGHWAY 
Note that asphalt has been poured too deep in sections, causing it to protrude over surface. 
The data given here are for joints ten feet long. To find the time 
to cut a joint of a different length, it is merely necessary to multiply 
the time for cutting the joint by the ratio of the lengths and make 
allowance for setting and adjusting the machine. 
From the data it is found that an average time of 36 minutes and 
54 seconds is needed to make the ten-foot cut (see Table 1). If time 
for moving and setting the machine is added to this it will take about 
50 minutes to cut a joint. To make the estimate conservative, and to 
allow for contingencies, a cutting time of one hour will be assumed. 
The procedure requires the services of two men. One man will be 
needed to operate the machine, the other to help him and to chip out 
the concrete between cuts. It is not necessary that the operator be a 
skilled technician as his work will be only setting the machine in place 
and pushing it as directed. Thus, for his services a wage of $1.25 per 
hour is assumed and the helper would get $0.85 per hour. This makes 
a labor co t of $2.10 per ten-foot joint. 
In cutting the crushed stone aggregate, there was no wear on the 
wheels, but one wheel was broken in ten cuts. Thus it will be assumed 
that 12 wheels will be used in the construction of 100 ten-foot joints. 
As individual wheels cost approximately $1.50, the cost will be $0.18 
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FIG. 9. ELEcrRIC CuTTER USED IN LABORATORY 
per ten-foot joint. The depreciation on the machine, assuming a four 
year life, cutting 800 joints per year, and an original cost of $500, 
amounts to $0.16 per joint. This makes a total cost of $2.44 per 
ten-foot joint. The actual cost of the machine used here was $460. 
Cost data for present-day methods vary considerably with the 
process used. The method set down by the Illinois Division of High-
ways in their last set of specifications will be used here. An average 
contractor using this method should lay two joints per hour. Usually 
two men are required to edge the joint. With wages at $1.25 per hour, 
the labor cost to form a ten-foot joint would be $1.25. Materials 
-consist mostly of hand tools which would not affect the price 
appreciably. 
The estimated cost for the cut joint is about twice that of the 
present-day joint. In order to justify the adoption of this method at 
the present time, the cut joint must prove to be far better. If the cut 
joint does eliminate spalling and breaking down of concrete, there 
is little doubt that the extra cost will be offset by the saving in main-
tenance and replacements. The extra factors of appearance and riding 
qualities cannot be evaluated in dollars and cents, but the author 
believes these qualities alone are important enough to offset the extra 
cost if they actually are improved by the cut joint. The joints out at 
.• 
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Danville are being watched to determine if these factors are improved 
sufficiently to offset the extra cost. More joints must be cut before the 
evidence will be complete either in favor of or against the cut joint. It 
is hoped that many joints will be cut during this coming summer so 
that within a few years substantial results may be reported. 
Two factors will tend to decrease the ·cost of the finished joint. The 
first is the extra time saved by not having to lift the screeds at the 
joints. The second is that the contract9r need not worry about his 
finishers or provide a light for them to work by when they get behind. 
These two factors have not been included in the estimate and hence 
the ratio should be less than actually shown by the figures. 
With a new machine and better methods of cutting, the cost per 
joint would be reduced. It will be noticed that the labor cost was 86 
per cent of the total cost. By using more cutting wheels on a larger 
machine,. the reduction in labor cost may make the total cost less than 
that of the methods employed today. It is the opinion of the author 
that if this joint proves successful in operation a machine and a suit-
able wheel can be obtained, and that a proper method of cutting can 
be devised to make this joint economically feasible. 
Experience 
While in use on the road,- much was learned regarding the operation 
of the machine. Four factors seemed to dictate cutting time, wheel 
wear, and breakage: (1) the aggregate, (2) the water, (3) the type 
of wheel used in cutting, and ( 4) the operator. 
In gravel, water played an important part in reducing the wear and 
breakage of a wheel. From personal observations the author believes 
that the following is the cause for it. In cutting through a gravel 
aggregate, a soft rock will be encountered which will turn to dust under 
the action of the cutting wheel. Unless this dust is washed away with 
a stream of water, it will collect in the pores of the wheel, clogging it 
up and reducing the cutting action. Then as the wheel continues to cut 
and a hard rock is encountered, the wheel will no longer cut efficiently 
and will become hot. This heat adds greatly to the forces tending to 
break a wheel, and often will shatter it. This type . of break only 
occurs in gravel aggregate, as crushed stone is more uniform in its 
texture and will not clog up the wheel. Further, little or no wear is 
experienced in a crushed stone concrete, whereas the wear in gravel is 
quite large. The wear in gravel can also be explained by the action of 
hard and soft stones. That is, if the wheel becomes clogged, it must 
wear down to good cutting material again before it will cut efficiently. 
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A steady stream of water with sufficient force to carry; away the 
detritus would probably reduce this effect. However, the author doubts 
if the wear and breakage can be entirely eliminated, but does believe 
that it is possible to reduce it so much that it will not. make the cost 
per joint in a gravel aggregate road too high for practical use. 
Water was used in cutting through the gravel aggregate at Danville, 
but was not used in a satisfactory manner. It "\vas allowed to play on 
the side of the wheel and its force was not used to wash out the 
detritus. The water did have some cooling effect, but the wear on the 
wheels was relatively great. When cutting dry, the wear on a wheel 
was very large. Strangely enough, a crushed stone aggregate can be 
cut wet or dry without wear or breakage. 
Considerable research will be· under way this coming semester to 
determine which type of wheel will be most satisfactory; how to cut 
profitably into concretes of different aggregates; and what . features 
should be part of a new machine for field use by a contractor. The 
results will be included in a thesis by the author. 
Other Uses for Cutting Machines 
Besides cutting joints for construction purposes, this machine will 
be very useful in maintenance work. It can be mounted on a truck, or 
even be made capable of running on its own wheels, so that it can be 
moved to various points throughout the state to cut out joints in 
concrete where the original joints have ceased to function. It can 
also be used where a section of concrete must be cut out and replaced. 
Another important use in maintenance work would be in making 
transverse dummy joints where the other joints have ceased to 
function. 
In construction work, the machine could be used to cut the longi-
tudinal joint so that the crack would not form. This would improve 
the appearance somewhat, and it might even prove. that the longi-
tudinal metal joint now used would be unnecessary, as the cut would 
control the location at which the concrete would crack. All this is 
subject to trial and it is hoped such trials may be made during the 
coming summer. 
VIII. SOIL-CEMENT STABILIZATION OF 
SECONDARY ROADS 
BY ELLIOTT DURAND* 
This paper is presented without presumption on the part of the 
writer and is intended, not as an introduction to new methods of 
secondary road construction, but rather as a reminder that stabiliza-
tion of earth roads by applying cement might prove feasible in many 
counties of Illinois. 
The necessity of secondary or feeder roads as a means of access 
to the present highway system is becoming more pressing. The solu-
tion of the problem is, and properly should be, within the province of 
the county engineer. Obviously these secondary roads must function 
satisfactorily in their capacity as all-weather feeders for rural com-
munities, but it is of prime importance that they' do so inexpensively. 
The use of concrete for such purposes is sometimes out of the question, 
and in localities where gravel or crushed stone must be imported, 
macadam may well be out of the question also. In parts of the state 
where gravel is readily accessible there often exists soil where gravel 
applications must be continually made to'maintain all-weather service. 
In localities such as these it might pay the engineer to investigate 
the possibilities of the soil-cement method of stabilization. This treat-
ment is applicable to much of Illinois soil, from the sponge-like and 
erosive loess and gray-silt-loam in Pike County at one extreme to the 
sandy and equally erosive soil in Massac County at the.other; Labora-
tory tests have been made on nearly all types of soil of the U. S. 
Bureau of Public Roads classification.t1 Results indicated a grouping 
of soil types depending on the percentage of cement required to provide 
satisfactory hardness and durability in the soil-cement mixture. These 
tests, herein later described, approximated the most adverse field con-
ditions, and in addition incorporated others even more severe. Results 
in different laboratories have shown remarkable agreement when the 
broad scope of each soil type of the Bureau of Public Roads classifi-
cation is considered, especially since organic and mineral constituents 
vary so greatly in different parts of the country. 
Soil-cement mixtures were first seriously considered in 1931 or 1932 
as a possible means of furnishing an economical base for macadam 
finish. The first attempts in this direction were very crude in the light 
*Senior student in Civil Engineering, University of Illinois. 
tlndex numbers refer to Bibliography, p. 68. 
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of present-day knowledge of construction methods for this type of 
road. In spite of the lack of knowledge, however, the outcome of the 
first experimental roads was surprisingly (probably to the experi-
menters themselves) satisfactory. As more test roads were built in 
South Carolina and elsewhere in the country an understanding of the 
construction requirements was formed. With improved methods of 
mixing and compacting came evidence that the macadam surfacing 
could be replaced with a simple bituminous treatment, and even that 
applied only if subsequent surface conditions demanded it. 
The possibility of another type of economically stabilized all-
weather road was now well established.· During the ensuing five years 
an increasing number of test roads were built, until by the summer of 
1938 thirteen states had built forty-eight miles of soil-cement roads on 
twenty-eight projects, as tabulated below.* Since this paper deals only 
with the mixed..:in-place method of construction, the total mileage 
mentioned does not include that of the machine-mixed type. 
State Number of Length in 
Projects Miles 
·California ............. ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2.10 
Connecticut ............ :....................... 1 (Street) 0.11 
Delaware .................................. :... 1 0.19 
Illinois. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . 1 1.12 
Indiana....................................... 1 0.14 
Iowa .......................................... 1 1.64 
Massachusetts................................. 2 (Street) 0.42 
Michigan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 127 
Missouri. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 8.52 
North Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1.01 
Pennsylvania ...... : ... ;...................... 1 1.97 
South Carolina. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 26.34 
Wisconsin.................................... 1 3.30 
13 States ............ .' ......................... 2s 48.13 
Construction Methods and Equipment for February, 1939 reports 
that by the end of 1938 200 miles of soil-cement roads had been com-
pleted or contracted for in 26 states. 
In 1931-32 Charles H. Moorefield, the State Highway Engineer of 
South Carolina, suggested that a soil-cement mix might make a good 
base for macadam. This idea was acted upon by W. H. Mills, also of 
the South Carolina Highway Department, and a series of experiments 
was begun which were later reported in the Proceedings Highway 
Research Board for 1936; 
*Engineering News-Record, July 7, 1938. 
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The first step undertaken by Mills was to mix pats of raw soil, of 
soil-cement, and of sand-cement, and to expose these pats to weather-
ing.2 A comparison of the results of the first test showed that there 
was no deterioration in the specimens of the soil-cement mixture, 
while the mixture of sand-cement and of soil alone finished a poor 
second and third respectively. Encouraged, Mills made a number of 
batches of soil-cement mixture using different soil types, each with 
increments containing varying amounts of cement. These batches he 
placed in the driveway of the. experimental station where they ·were 
subjected to continuous heavy traffic and the actual weather conditions 
of the locality. At the end of a year there was no deterioration in any 
specimen, but it was observed that specimens containing a greater 
amount of cement provided the greatest wearing qualities. As an addi-
tional test, plugs were cut from each specimen and subjected to boiling 
for a period of fifteen hours. No softening or disintegration was 
observed in any plug after this abusive treatment. From these, pre-
liminary tests Mills decided that two bags of portland cement per 
cubic yard of clay-sand soil would give the most economical results. 
In December of 1933, the so-called Cayce Experiment was begun in 
South Carolina. This was a twenty-foot test road five hundred and 
twenty-five feet long built in sand-clay soil. The roadbed was scari-
fied and pulverized with farm machinery, and then the cement was 
applied at the rate of one bag per lineal foot and mixed until a uniform 
color was obtained. Twenty four hundred gallons of water was then 
applied with an asphalt distributor, and the moist soil compacted with 
a five-ton roller. After two days the stretch was opened to traffic and 
was still performing satisfactorily when reported wl.th subsequent 
experiments in 1936. 
In 1935 the Development Department of the Portland Cement 
Association began an investigation to determine, if possible, a method 
whereby the engineer could predict with reasonable accuracy the 
behavior of soil-cement mixtures.1 • 3 R. R. Proctor4 had previously 
demonstrated that there was a direct relationship between the moisture 
content, the compaction, and the resulting density of the soil. In addi-
tion, Proctor found that it was possible to reproduce in the laboratory, 
with the use of equipment that now bears his name, the degree of 
compaction obtained by sheepsfoot rollers in the field. 
With this basic principle already at hand the Portland Cement 
Association experimenters were able to determine the required water 
content of a soil to obtain maximum density after.compaction,. 
They now proceeded with experiments on specific soils and their 
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studies covered in large the entire range of the Bureau of Public Roads 
soil classification. The result of these laboratory experiments was to 
establish the fact that most soils could be effectively and economically 
hardened by mixture with a reasonable amount of portland cement. 
A criterion was developed which the experimenters state will reliably 
and consistently determine the feasibility of treating any specific soil 
with cement. This criterion was presented in Engineering News-Record 
for June, 1938 and is here quoted. For acceptable soils 
(1) The liquid limit will be below 50 
(2) The plastic index will be below 25 
(3) The clay content will be below 35 
(4) The percentage of solids at maximum density will be 60 or 
greater 
(5) The soil will possess a "regular" moisture-density curve. 
After the acceptability of a soil has been determined, the actual 
results that may be expected in the field can be safely predicted from 
recommended experim·ents.1 • 3 These tests should be made on incre-
ments containing varying amounts of cement for each type of soil 
encountered on the project. The procedure is as follows: 
(1) Determine optimum water content for maximum density by 
the Proctor method: 
t2) Subject all increments to standard durability tests. 
(a) Wetting and drying (at least 12 cycles) 
(b) Freezing and thawing (at least 12 cycles) 
As an additional check the standard hardness test may be applied 
also, ·but the Portland Gement Association experimenters believe that 
the durability tests alone are sufficient. 
These tests will, according to the Portland Cement Association,3 
"reveal definitely the influence of cement on the durability of soil-
cement mixtures, and can be used directly as a criterion for the most 
desirable quantity of cement to be added to the soil to produce a stable 
roadway." ' ' 
W. S. Housel, Research Consultant for the Michigan State High-
way Department, stated in the Proceedings Highway 1Research Board, 
"The cement-voids ratio appears to be . a controlling factor in pro-
ducing a durable stabilized mixture," and he strongly urges·, that 
this method of approach be given more att1el1tion.1 
After the feasibility of the project has been established, the soil of 
the proposed roadbed should be rri~pp.cd,' classified, aridcorrelated 
'• 
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with grading operations, and then the cut and fill of the roadbed to 
grade may proceed.* It is the opinion of Glover of Illinois and of 
Housel of Michigan that control soil samples should not be taken 
until after grading operations are completed.1 Each authority advises 
that frequent checks on moisture content be made during subsequent. 
processing. Following control tests the roadbed is scarified to recom-· 
mended depths of about five or six inches. An adjustable scarifier or 
.sub-grade rooter has been the usual equipment for this operation. 
When the scarifying is completed, the loosened soil should be 
pulverized by repeated trips of a twenty-four-inch offset-disk harrow. 
Occasional trips with a farm cultivator or gang plow will control 
depth and turn up bottom soil for processing. The writer is of the 
opinion that in rock-free soil a Whirlwind terracing machine would 
prove invaluable in this operation, and perhaps later in mixing. In its 
initial pass the Whirlwind divides soil more finely than is possible 
with any number of passes of a disk harrow. When this machine is 
drawn by a rubber-wheeled tractor in soft soil, it is capable of speeds 
in excess of five miles an hour while executing the combined operations 
of plowing a cut and pulverizing and spreading the turned up soil. 
After the soil is sufficiently pulverized, cement may be distributed 
either by machinery, or by hand placing and spreading. On big jobs 
the machine method will probably prove more economical. The cement 
required per unit area, of course, is predetermined in the laboratory 
tests. Mixing of the soil and cement is accomplished by repeated trips 
of field cultivators and gang-plows and must be continued until a 
thorough and even mix is attained. 
'Yater is now applied to the prepared soil in successive increments, 
with the mixing process just described continued between each incre-
ment. Tests for water content should .be made between increments at. 
various points in the section, and moisture application continued until 
the water content predetermined in the laboratory is reached. Best: 
results are obtained with a pressure distributor having a distribution: 
bar running the full width of the roadway .. 
· 'Vhen the required moisture content for a section is reached, and' 
·after final mixing is accomplished, compaction of the section from the· 
bottom up is begun. It is necessary to use· sheepsfoot rollers for this. 
operation, since all preliminary tests and calculations were based on 
the assumption that this equipment would be used. Required unit: 
pressures m~y vary from 100 to 300 pounds per squa~e incli for most 
~ ' " . . 
soil types. Power used for drawing. the roI_Jers and for the following: 
} *For reports on construction method;· see iefefences Nos. 1, 5, nn~l; 6. 
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operations should be provided by crawler-type tractors, because steel 
or pneumatic wheels tend to compact the wet mix unevenly. 
A blade grader may be used to shape up the road following com-
paction, and a spike-toothed harrow should be brought on later to 
scratch out any surface compaction planes. 
Surface compaction and smoothing is accomplished by a five-ton 
(or larger) smooth wheel roller working from the edge to the center 
of the road. If the moisture content is correct the roller will not shove 
or pick up the surface. 
Laboratory tests by the Portland Cement Association have shown 
that the period of hydration is very important to final results.3 
Accordingly, the completed pavement should be given seven days of 
curing under moist earth, paper or straw, or a bituminous prime should 
be applied immediately after smoothing. A critical inspection of the 
surface after the road has been open to traffic for a period of several 
months will disclose the need, if any, for a bituminous surfacing. 
It has been found through experience that turning equipment on 
the road .during processing is harmful to final results, and a mat of 
planks laid over about four inches of earth cushion should be used as 
a "turn-around." This mat should be large enough to allow equipment 
to continue its line of travel until it is off the road surface. 
Costs of the first South Carolinian soil-cement roads were about 
$0.56 per square yard of treatment eight inches deep. Costs on experi-
mental sections reported in the Proceedings for 1936 averaged about 
$0.25 per square yard of treatment exclusive of cement costs. The 
cost of cement is about 2Y;i to 3 cents per square yard per inch of 
treatment. 
Equipment needs and personnel requirements as reported in Engi-
neering News-Record5 are listed here: 
Number 
required 
1 
. 2 
1 
6 
4 
2 
1 
Subgrade rooter (an adjustable scarifier on a power grader will reduce 
equipment needs). 
10-foot offset disk harrows, with the minimum diameter of disks 24 inches . 
Box sand spreader with an internal agitator, or some equivalent mechan-
ism, for spreading cement from dump body trucks. 
1¥.!-ton dump body trucks, or equivalent. 
35-40 H.P. track type tractors. 
8-foot spring-tooth heavy-duty field cultivators with teeth back of wheels, 
with power lift, and with 1%- to 2-inch double pointed shovels on 
each outside toot{!, and 4- to 5-inch shovels on the remaining teeth. 
1000 gallon bituminous pressure distril:iutor (for water). 
.; 
Number 
required 
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2 IOOO gallon feeder tanks on trucks, or equivalent. Minimum water re-
quirements on the. job should be considered as IOO gallons per 
minute. This will require the IOOO gallon distributor to be filled and 
then emptied on the roadway once every IO minutes. Water spread-
ing will become slow and expensive unless critical attention is given 
to the water supply. Some \vater may be added the previous day. 
3-bottom gang plow (optional). 
1 IO-foot spike-tooth harrow. 
1 Power-controlled auto-patrol with IO-foot blade. Tandem drive is pre-
ferred. 
2 Double drum sheepsfoot rollers of type to be dictated by soil conditions. 
1 
The range of foot pressures to be about: 50 pounds per square inch 
on foot having IO to 12 square inches of area, for use on very 
friable soils; about 150 to 350 pounds per square inch of area on foot 
• having about 5¥.l square inches of area, for use on heavy clay soils, 
or soil containing appreciable quantities of aggregate. 
Tandem smooth-wheeled roller of size to be dictated by soil conditions. 
A 3- to 5-ton roller should be used on very friable soils, and an 
8- to 12-ton roller on heavy clay soils or soils containing appreciable 
quantities of aggregate. · 
The construction force required to operate this equipment eco-; 
nomically is as follows: 
1 Superintendent 
1 Foreman 
1 Timekeeper 
5-6 Semi-skilled laborers to operate tractors, blade grader, bituminous dis-
tributor, rollers, etc. 
1 Experienced and efficient blade grader operator (essential for final 
finishing operations). 
I0-15 Common laborers to handle cement, etc. 
The engineering force should include a project engineer, a soils 
engineer, and an assistant. · 
The soils engineer will need a small portable testing laboratory 
equipped for running the required moisture and density soil . tests 
during construction. A trailer can be converted into a very efficient and 
economical field laboratory. 
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IX. SUB-SOIL EXPLORATIONS FOR ROADS AND BRIDGES 
c. A. PETERSON* 
In 1929 the Bridge Bureau of the Illinois Division of Highways 
realized that the foundation structures for all bridges were being de-
signed without any definite knowledge of the type of material on 
which the. piers and abutments were to stand. To overcome this fault 
they purchased a Model Bravo 300 core drill from the Sullivan 
Machinery Company for the purpose of making test borings on the 
proposed sites of all bridges. 
From 1929 to 1933 this machine was used to obtain .wash borings 
of the overburden and cores of the rock in determining the types of 
material under the proposed footings for the larger bridges to be 
constructed on the Illinois River. 
In 1933 the Highway Department decided to make soundings for 
all bridges-large or small-and all grade separations. A full-time 
crew was then put into operation with an engineer in charge. Besides 
having this large core drill in operation the Department placed smaller 
sounding machines in the districts to assist in this work. These ma-
chines were operated independently of the large core drill. The smaller 
machines were capable of taking a dry sample of the material 
encountered to an average depth of approximately 30 feet. When 
running sand or gravel was encountered the work with these machines 
was stopped because of sand filling up the pipe. In January 1935 it 
was decided, with a full program ahead, that a second core drill be put 
in operation. The Bravo 300 drill was efficient, but heavy and cumber-
some, the gas engine and pumping unit alone weighing about 3000 
pounds. This complete unit, including the drill, was mounted on a 
larg.e wooden skid and had to be transported from job to job on a 
trailer. A great .deal of time and effort was wasted loading and 
unloading this machine. 
In selecting a new drill, the Department tried to find one which 
could be more easily handled. The Sullivan No. 7 drill seemed to fit 
the purpose exactly and was purchased at a cost of approximately 
$1100. The weight of this drill is about 1100 pounds and the overall 
dimensions are about 5 feet in length by 37fi feet in width. 
After a careful study of this new machine, it was discovered that 
the old Bravo 300 could be rebuilt by discarding the heavy gas engine 
and water pump, and replacing them with a new light-weight Novo 
*Assistant Engineer, Illinois Division of Highways, Springfield, 'Illinois. 
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engine and pumping unit. The total cost of reconditioning this old 
machine was about 600. Each machine, with all the equipment, was 
then easily hauled from job to job on a ton-and-half, 157-in. wheel 
base, stake body truck. 
This gave the state two modern, up-to-date drills to carry on the 
program of foundation investigation. They were put into operation 
in May, 1935 with a full-time crew on each machine. The crew con-
sists of a drill runner, two laborers, and a night watchman. One 
engineer was in charge of both crews. 
The usual procedure followed in making the test borings is as fol-
lows: The drill is set up over the proposed location of the hole. If 
only one hole is required the drill is located as close to centerline of 
roadway as possible, but if the proposed footing is over 40 feet in 
length the first hole is put down on centerline and the second and 
third holes about 20 feet to right and left of centerline. 
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Three-inch flush-joint coupled casing is then driven to the proposed 
footing elevation unless rock or a hard material is encountered at a 
higher elevation, in which case the casing is stopped at the hard 
material. All the casing is driven in five foot sections and then cleaned 
out by jetting. This method is carried out by placing the one-and-one-
half inch drill rods in the casing and then pumping water through the 
rods with at least 100 pounds pressure. As the 3-inch casing is being 
driven the operator is watching the progress of this casing very closely 
for a change of material. This observation is then checked against the 
material actually washed out by the jet. 
After footing elevation has been reached with the 3-inch casing, the 
one-and-one-half inch drill rods are driven for penetration to de-
termine whether or not bearing piles are required. If they are required, 
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FIG. 3. DRILL MOUNTED 0 FORD TRUCK 
how long are they to be? In past experiments the rod penetration 
results, when compared with the piling penetration results, (that is, 
the piles actually driven during the construction of the bridge) showed 
a definite and surprising relation. This experiment is carried on by the 
driving of the one-and-one-half inch rods into the ground from footing 
elevation with a 350-pound hammer using a 15-inch drop. The number 
of blows per inch i recorded for every foot of driving until the results 
show 15 blows per inch. 
For the past year and one half the resident engineers have been 
recording the bearing results of the driving of the test piles as well as 
every fifth pile for each footing. These data have been recorded for 
every foot of penetration and are then compared with the results of 
the rod driving tests which were made before the bridge was designed. 
These correlation re ults have been tabulated and are used daily in 
the rod driving tests. 
After the penetrating rods have been removed from the hole, dry 
samples are taken of every change of material. Special dry sampling 
barrels have been constructed for this purpose. This gives an undis-
turbed sample of whatever material is encountered. Wash borings are 
made in conjunction with this dry sampling. In case of rock or shale, 
cores are taken. This procedure is carried to at least 10 feet below 
the termination of the one-and-one-half inch rods. The wash borings 
are made with 2-inch flush-joint coupled casing which is placed inside 
,. 
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of the 3-inch casing and driven in the same manner as the 3-inch 
casing . 
. The sizes of the cores taken vary according to each job. Most of 
the dry sample cores are 2 inches in diameter. One-and-one-half inch 
dry sample cores can also be taken. If rock or shale is encountered, 
cores are taken with a diamond bit. Whenever possible the 3-inch 
casing is driven to rock so that a 2-inch core can be taken. The reason 
for taking this 2-inch core is that ledge rock is encountered, and that 
may indicate caving material below this rock. The bit cutting this 
2-inch core cuts a hole 2% inches in diameter, which allows the 2-inch 
flush-joint coupled casing to be driven through this caving material. 
The next size core is then taken inside this 2-inch casing. The size 
of this core is 1 ~ inch in diameter. On large bridges coring is carried 
to a depth of 10 feet ,below footing elevation; on smaller bridges to 
about five feet below footing elevation. 
After the cores have been taken all the casing is then removed 
from the hole and is used over again on the next hole. 
All samples taken are carefully checked and placed in air tight 
containers. If a great amount of core has been recovered the core is 
put into core boxes and turned over to the State Geological Survey for 
their records. 
In all this work the greatest problem is water. If the job is close 
to a stream the water problem is solved, but on some of the grade 
separations it is necessary to haul water a distance of 5 miles. The 
stake body truck usually carries 8 empty oil drums and a 2-inch 
centrifugal pump for this purpose. 
Occasionally it is necessary to work out in a river. This is done 
by loading the drill upon a barge and working off one end. Usually a 
tug boat is. needed to move the barge from hole to hole. Quite often, 
when working on the Illinois River, deep water is encountered and it 
becomes necessary to put 41/:i-inch casing down until it is sealed in 
tight in the river bottom. The usual procedure of sampling already 
mentioned is then continued for the test boring. 
The usual river precautions are taken, such as an extra row boat, 
life preservers, lights in case the barge is in the traffic channel, and 
heavy anchors. In case of a storm or a high wind which is causing 
high waves the work has to be temporarily discontinued. 
Occasionally soundings are made for a borrow pit or a heavy cut. 
In sampling borrow pits a dry sample is taken for every foot of 
material. Whenever a heavy cut is encountered, the first question 
asked is "What is the material to be excavated?" Usual wash borings 
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are taken to determine this and the borings also give information as to 
whether or not the grade line can be kept at the proposed elevation. 
The two machines in operation in the State of Illinois were satis-
factory for taking wash and core borings, but not so satisfactory for 
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dry sampling or the driving of the rods. The power unit was a little 
small for the handing of the 3-and 4Y:!-inch casing, and in the removal 
of all casing and penetrating rods. Since the driving of the rods was 
so generally successful, it was decided to replace one of the old ma-
chines with a new drill designed especially for driving rods as well as 
taking wash and core borings. In 1936, after careful consideration, 
it was decided to abandon the rebuilt Bravo 300 and replace it with 
one of Sullivan Machinery Company's new No. 12 drills. 
It was then decided to mount this new drill on a 1936 Ford truck. 
A special base was constructed to fit over the chassis of this truck. The 
new No.- 12 drill with its skids removed was mounted on the rear end 
of this base. The Novo pumping unit of the rebuilt Bravo 300 was 
mounted behind the cab. A folding derrick hinged at the rear of the 
truck, arid made to lie over the cab was then constructed. 
In November, 1938 the Novo Simplex pumping unit was replaced 
by a new Fairbanks-Morse Mud-Circulating Duplex Pump. The latter 
unit is practicable on jobs where water is scarce and it is necessary to 
use the return water over and over again. The Novo unit was solely 
a clear water unit. The Fairbanks-Morse pump is driven by the Novo 
Engine through a 4 V-belt drive. The cost of this complete drilling 
unit was about $3000. 
The Highway Department has found this work to be essential in 
its program for bridge design and construction. It considers the Test 
Boring department indispensable in that it discovers data that elim-
inate unnecessary and costly delays not only for the state, but for the 
contract~r as well. Besides this, it insures safe structures. The Depart-
ment is so satisfied with the work being done that it is contemplating 
the replacement of the Sullivan No. 7 with another up to date, truck-
mounted drill, similar to the No. 12 now in operation. 
Last year the truck-mounted drill completed 10 000 feet of work 
against 8500 feet for the No. 7 drill. By replacing the No. 7 drill with 
another No. 12 drill it will be possible to step up production for this 
one unit about 20 per cent. The average footage cost for 1938 was 
$1.70 per foot. · 
Figure 1 shows the new No. 7 drill ready for work in the field. 
The suction hose, pressure hose and hydraulic drill head are shown in 
this picture. 
Figure 2 shows the driving of the drill rods for penetration. As 
mentioned before a 350 lb. hammer is used in the driving of these rods. 
· The skids on this drill were removed and the drill. was then mounted 
on· the rear end of a Ford truck as shown in Fig.· 3. The drill is 
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Frn. 5. JETTING OuT OF THE MATERIAL 
fastened to the steel base, resting on the chassis of the truck, by 
four bolts. When these bolts are loosened it is possible to move the 
drill away from the cab in position for drilling. When the drill is 
moved back towards the cab it is in position for the driving of the 
• 
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Frn. 6. No. 12 DRILL MouNTED ON BARGE 
casing and the rods and is also in position for transportation. The 
derrick resting over the cab was made of seamless steel tubing and 
can be raised or lowered by two men easily. The pumping unit was 
mounted behind the cab as shown in this picture. Fenders and tool 
boxes were then constructed. All this work was carried on in a local 
machine and blacksmith shop. 
Figure 4 shows the driving of the three-inch casing which is the 
first step in starting the test borings. 
The jetting out of the material is shown in Fig. 5. 
Figure 6 shows the number 12 drill mounted on a barge working 
in the Rock River at Moline, Illinois. 
X. SCOPE OF THE DIVISION OF WATERWAYS 
IN HIGHWAY WORK 
CARTER JENKINS* 
Last year it was indeed a pleasure for us of the Division of Water-
ways to present an explanation of some of our duties and activities in 
relation to the Division of Highways' nationally known road program. 
Unfortunately, for a maximum audience, however, the talk was pre-
sented as the last number on the afternoon of the last day of a 
crowded and eventful program. Furthermore, a blizzard had de-
veloped, which rendered highway travel hazardous, and many of the 
county superintendents of highways and others had departed for their 
various homes. 
Since that time the Division of Highways and the Division of 
Waterways have come even closer in mutual cooperation, and we feel 
that the executives of the Division of Highways are now fully familiar 
with the laws pertaining to the administration of our waterways and 
to the various administrative rulings which have been made to simplify 
practice and protect public interest in structures crossing these streams. 
It is evident, however, that many of the county superintendents of 
highways are not entirely familiar with the workings of the Division 
of Waterways, and with this in mind Prof. Wiley and the Program 
Committee of the Conference have suggested that a second talk be 
given to cover in greater detail the relationship of our division to 
state-wide highway construction and maintenance of operation. Try-
ing to cover the same ground discussed in my talk last year may lead 
to some repetition, and I am asking that you bear with me, and that 
those who heard last year's talk refrain from showing too much 
boredom. 
In order to give a clear understanding of the scope of the division, 
it is best to begin ~vith its origin. Many of you gentlemen no doubt 
have heard my several talks on the early history and the political 
and sociological importance of the construction of the Illinois and 
Michigan Canal. No other undertaking in the entire state has played 
such an important historical and physical part in the development 
of Illinois to its now preeminent national position in agriculture, 
shipping, railroads, mines, industry, highways and military importance. 
Governor Edward Cole on February 14, 1823 appointed the Canal 
Commissioners, and from this organization of hardy pioneer dreamers 
*Chief Engineer, Illinois Division of Waterways, Springfield, Illinois. 
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and planners came the other commissions later combined in the Divi-
sion of Waterways. On July 1, 1911, there was created the Rivers and 
Lakes Commission to exercise throughout the state the duties originally 
performed specifically for the Illinois and Michigan Canal, and to 
protect public interest in all other public waters. The Rivers and 
Lakes Commission had a long and useful existence and many im-
portant cases were prosecuted, resulting in victory for the State of 
Illinois. 
On July 1, 1915, the Illinois Waterway Commission was created 
for the purpose of proceeding with the design and construction of a 
waterway extending from the Sanitary District power house near 
Lockport to a point near Utica. This commission was duly appointed 
and began to function, but accomplished little in the two years of its 
existence. 
It was eventually realized that Illinois possessed too many com-
missions, bureaus, and independent organizations to function efficiently 
as a state. government. Accordingly in 1917 through the efforts of 
Governor Frank 0.· Lowden and many brilliant men of that time there 
were instituted the Code Departments to supplement the executive 
offices filled by popular election. These departments included Depart-
ments of Finance, Agriculture, Labor, Mines and Minerals, Public 
Welfare, Public Health, Registration and Education, Conservation, 
Insurance, and Public Works and Buildings. 
In the Department of Public Works and Buildings were placed 
the Division of Architecture and Engineering, the Division of State 
Parks, the Division of Highways; and the duties of the Canal Com-
missioners, the Rivers and Lakes Commission and the Waterway 
Commission were combined in a new division called the Division of 
Waterways. The Department of Public Works and Buildings is now 
headed by the Hon. F. Lynden Smith, Director, ably assisted by the 
Hon. Chas. P. Casey, Assistant Director. These men in their official 
positions are responsible for the proper functioning of the several 
divisions which make up the department. They must be the official 
contact between our divisions, the general public, and the executive and 
code departments. 
No highway organization is more widely known or can point to 
greater achievements than our own Illinois Division of Highways. 
This is due to the presence of many outstanding engineers and other 
personnel, some having joined at the organization of the division. 
Highway authorities of other states have admitted to me that Illinois 
made its great achievement in the organization of this division by 
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investigating, testing, and trying highway construction principles 
before embarking upon its original program. 
Of especial merit is its Bureau of Bridge Design, which can 
exhibit some of the most superb examples of bridge architecture and 
bridge building in the country. It has been a pleasure to observe the 
progressive development of this bureau and the improvement of its 
design, from the earliest type of highway structure to the far flung 
lines and sweeping masses of its present day structures. That this 
bureau has kept pace with modern times is clearly seen, and we hope 
that it will not be self-sufficiently satisfied with its present achieve-
ments, but proceed to more brilliant designs and structures, to achieve 
international architectural and structural renown. 
The Division of Waterways is happy on many occasions to bask 
in the reflected light of the accomplishments of the great and favor-
ably-known Division of Highways, and I feel that all here join with 
me in a sincere and glowing tribute to the accomplishments of the 
division under the guidance of Mr. Ernst Lieberman, Chief Engineer, 
and his many capable and cooperative chiefs and assistants, and in 
turn to the splendid work of the county superintendents of highways. 
The Division of Waterways cannot point to endless ribbons of con-
crete vanishing on an ever elusive horizon, nor to hundreds of bridges 
of rare beauty, but it does perform a function for the people of Illi-
nois which through lack of publicity in the past, and the remoteness 
of location of many of its accomplishments, has not been forcibly 
brought to the attention of the general public. 
The Division of Waterways is headed by the speaker as Chief 
Engineer, and during the past year more than one hundred and 
eighty employees have made up its organization. It is the state agency 
which tries to perform for Illinois in a somewhat limited way, duties 
similar to those performed by the Corps of Engineers of the War 
Department for the nation at large with such great distinction. Many 
of you gentlemen have come in close contact with the district officers 
of the "\Var Department in our several large cities, and have cooperated 
in many of the problems which have arisen in your counties. The 
Corps of Engineers at the present time is spending approximately 
$12 000 000 in the State of Illinois, and this division has cooperated 
in every way to achieve an ever-increasing expenditure of federal funds 
to push Illinois' program of improving navigable streams and to 
achieve adequate protection in flood control. The Corps of Engineers 
has further programs in this state which within a few years will 
result in an expenditure of more than $30 000 000, all of which has a 
, .. 
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definite relation to the welfare of Illinois and to the improvement of 
conditions under which its people must live and work. 
In the discharge of its duties to the nation at large the Corps of 
Engineers cannot deal with problems from a local state view point, 
or consider the many problems which make up the life existence of a 
commonwealth. This in Illinois, is the function, therefore, of the 
Division of Waterways, and we feel that in no state has there been 
a more sincere and earnest attempt to follow the statutes and protect 
public interest in waters which otherwise would be used for senseless 
private gain and subsequent loss to the public at large. 
The jurisdiction and responsibilities of the Department of Public 
Works and Buildings, in turn assigned to the Division of Waterways, 
are largely contained in Chapter 19 of the Illinois Statutes. Because 
of the length and scope of this chapter no discussion will be given of 
those phases of the law which deal with problems not directly related 
to highway work. In this connection the gist of the responsibility of 
the division appears, in brief, as follows: 
The Department of Public Works and Buildings "shall upon behalf 
of the State of Illinois, have jurisdiction and supervision over all of 
the rivers and lakes of the State of Illinois, wherein the State of 
Illinois or the people of the State of Illinois have any rights or 
interests . . . . It shall be the duty of the said 'Department of Public 
Works and Buildings' to obtain all possible data with reference to all 
of the waters of the State of Illinois, including original surveys, 
mean.der notes, maps, plats, river gauges, high and low water marks, 
and all and every source of information which will tend to disclose or 
establish the rights of the people of the State of Illinois with refer-
ence to each body of water in the State of Illinois, and shall from 
time to time make public report of their findings. It shall be the duty 
of said 'Department' to have general supervision of every body of 
water within the. State of Illinois, wherein the State .or the people of 
the State have any rights or interests, whether the same be lakes or 
rivers, and at all time to exercise a vigilant care to see that none of 
said bodies of water are encroached upon, or wrongfully seized or 
used by any private interest in any way, except as may be provided 
by law and then only after permission shall be given by said 'Depart-
ment' and from time to time for that purpose, to make accurate sur-
veys of the shores of said lakes and rivers, and to jealously guard the 
same in order that the true and natural conditions thereof may not 
be wrongfully and improperly changed to the detriment and injury of 
the State of Illinois." 
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"The Department of Public Works and Buildings of Illinois shall 
have power and authority to inquire into encroachments upon, wrong-
ful invasion and private use of every stream, river, lake or other 
body of water in which the State of Illinois has any rights or interests. 
The Department shall have power to make and enforce such orders 
as will secure every stream, lake, river or other body of water, in 
which the State of Illinois has any right or interest against encroach-
ment, wrongful seizure or private use." 
"It shall be the duty of said Department to make a careful in-
vestigation of each and every body of water, both river and lake, in 
the State of Illinois, and to ascertain to what extent, if at all, the same 
have been encroached upon by private interests or individuals, and 
wherever they believe that the same have been so encroached upon, 
to commence appropriate action either to recover full compensation 
for such wrongful encroachment, or to recover the use of the same, 
or of any lands improperly or unlawfully made in connection with 
any pu.blic river or lake for the use of the people of the State of 
Illinois. . . . " · 
''It shall be the duty of the Department of Public Works and 
Buildings, to see that all the streams and lakes of the State of Illinois, 
wherein the State of Illinois or any of its citizens has any rights or 
interests, are not polluted or defiled. It shall be unlawful for any per-
son, persons, firm or corporation, to throw, discharge, dump, or deposit, 
or cause, suffer, or .procure to be thrown, discharged, dumped or de-
posited any acids or chemicals, industrial wastes or refuse, poisonous 
effluent or dye-stuff, clay or other washings, or any other substance 
deleterious to fish life, or any refuse matter of any kind or descrip-
tion containing solids, substance, discoloring or otherwise polluting 
any navigable lake, river or stream in this State, or lake, river or 
stream connected with or the waters of which discharge into any 
navigable lake, river or stream of this •State or upon the borders 
thereof, or any water course whatsoever .... " 
"It shall be the duty of the Department of Public Works and 
Buildings to plan and devise methods, ways and means for the 
preservation and beautifying of the public bodies of water of the State 
of Illinois and for making the same more available for the use of the 
public .... " · 
Section 18, Paragraph 65 of Chapter 19 of these statutes speci-
fically states that: 
"It shall be unlawful to make any fill or deposit of rock, earth, 
sand, or other material, or any refuse matter of any kind or descrip-
·-
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tion, or build or commence the building of any wharf, pier,, dolphin, 
boom, weir, breakwater, bulkhead, jetty, or other structure or to do 
.any work of any kind whatsoever in any of the public bodies of water 
within the State of Illinois, without first submitting the plans, profiles, 
.and specifications therefor, and such other data and information as 
may be required, to the Department of Public Works and Buildings 
-0f the State and receiving a permit therefor signed by the Director of 
said Department and authenticated by the seal thereof; and any per-
son, corporation, company, city, or municipality, or other agency, 
which shall do any of the things above prohibited without securing a 
permit therefor as above provided, shall, upon conviction thereof, 
be fined in the sum of not exceeding five thousand dollars or impris-
<med in the county jail not exceeding one year, or may in the dis-
cretion of the court be punished by both fine and imprisonment. Any 
structure, fill, or deposit erected or made in any of the public bodies . 
-0f water of this State, in violation of the provisions of this section, is 
hereby declared to be a purpresture and may be abated as such at the 
expense of the person, corporation, company, city, municipality, or 
-0ther agency responsible therefor, or if, in· the discretion of said 
Department of Public Works and Buildings, it is decided that said 
• structure, fill, or deposit may remain, said Department may fix such 
rule, regulation, requirement, restrictions, or rentals or require and 
compel such changes, modifications and repairs as shall be necessary 
to protect the interests of the State. . . . " 
"Wherever the terms public waters, public bodies of water, or 
streams and lakes are used or referred to in this Act, they shall be 
construed to mean all open public streams . . . . and lakes capable 
of being navigated by water craft, in whole or in part, for commercial 
uses and purposes, and all lakes, rivers, ahd streams which in their 
natural condition were capable of being improved and made navigable, 
or that are connected with or discharge their waters into navigable 
lakes or rivers within, or upon the borders of the State of Illinois, 
together with all bayous, slough, backwaters, and submerged lands 
that are open to the main channel or body. of water and directly 
accessible thereto. . .. " 
"It shall be the duty of the Department of Public Works and 
Buildings to maintain stream gauge stations, and to make careful in-
vestigations of the streams of the State with reference to the carrying 
capacity of all such streams in times of flood and under normal CC'.'1-
ditions; to prevent the carrying capacity of streams to be limited and 
impaired by fills, deposits, obstructions, encroachments therein or 
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bridges over same, to an· extent where the same cannot safely dispose 
of the flood waters which may naturally, lawfully and properly be dis-
charged therein; to require such changes in bridges across any navi-
gable waters or streams, or bodies of water made navigable, necessary 
to meet the demands of navigation and commerce thereon. If the 
capacity of any stream is limited and impaired by reason of any of 
the Acts or construction in this Act provided, so as to constitute a 
menace to property along the course of said stream or safety of the 
people of the State, or results in damage, overflow, or an interruption 
to navigation, said Department of Public Works and Buildings shall 
take action as may be required, by injunction or otherwise, to prevent 
such. encroachments or the erection of such structures, or compel the 
removal or modification of same. It shall be unlawful for any person, 
persons, corporations, counties, cities, municipalities, or other agency 
to make any fill, deposit or encroachment in, or erect any bridges, 
over any of the streams of this State, until plans, profiles, and specifi-
cations,· and other data which may be required, have been first filed 
with the said Department of Public Works and Buildings of this State, 
and a written permit received therefor." 
"At all times this act shall be construed in a liberal manner for the 
purpose of preserving to the State of Illinois and the people .of the 
State, fully and unimpaired, the rights which the State of Illinois and 
the people of the State of Illinois may have in any of the public 
waters of the State of Illinois, and to give them in connection therewith, 
the fullest possible enjoyment thereof, and to prevent to the fullest 
extent, the slightest improper encroachment or invasion upon the 
rights of the State of Illinois, or any of its citizens with reference 
thereto." 
From these quotations from the statutes, it appears that the Di-
. vision of Waterways has about the same general jurisdiction over 
streams, lakes, and waterways, as that exercised by the Division of 
Highways over the several systems of roads in. the state. 
The construction of highways by state and counties can materially 
affect the flood flow of streams, and in order to protect public interests 
where improvements are constructed with public money across streams 
a general policy has been developed over a period of years to provide 
a proper division relationship to work performed along water courses. 
This applies to all phases of highway work. Before the creation of 
the code departments in 1917 little attention had been paid to the 
checking and approval of sizes of bridges crossing public waters, and 
.. 
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it was not· until 1922 that steps toward this general supervision were 
taken. 
The first record pertaining to supervision of waterway openings 
built by highway authorities is found to be dated June 2, 1922, wherein 
correspondence between the Hon. Wm. L. Sackett, Superintendent of 
Waterways, and Hon. Clifford Older, Chief Highway Engineer, pro-
posed that certain supervision of highway bridge and culvert con-. 
struction was desired and ·acceptable to both organizations. Further-
more, the supervision of design of such structures on the part of the 
Division of Waterways was immediately communicated to the several 
county boards during the month of June, and they were requested to 
pass proper resolutions to authenticate the application and seciire thr 
issuance of construction permits. The regulations issued at that time 
were rather sketchy, and various statements and changes have been 
added from time to time in order to more fully conform to statutory 
provisions and eliminate guess work as to the size of streams on which 
permits would be required. 
Before the speaker joined the Division of Waterways certain agree-
ments had been reached as a result of conferences between officials 
of the Division of Waterways, the Division of Highways and members 
of the Office of the Attorney General, which set up a definite criterion 
for classification of waterway openings. 
All of you gentlemen have received instructions which indicated 
that, in the case of culvert or bridge openings of less than 100 square 
feet in area, no reference need be made to the Division of Waterways. 
Furthermore, under previous instructions for streams other than the 
more important ones, which were indicated to you by a map, when the 
waterway opening was greater than 100 square feet the agency spon- · 
soring the proposed work was required to submit a letter of explana-
tion of the proposed structure accompanied by prints or recommenda-
tions and hydrological data illustrating the improvement, so that its 
relation to the normal flood flow of the stream could be analyzed and 
investigated by the Division of Waterways. A letter would then be 
issued to the effect that an objection, or no objection, as the facts de-
termined, would be offered by the Division to the proposed construction 
and no further action on the part of the county or state officials was 
required. 
·where channel changes were required for proper alignment, or to 
conform to new bridge and culvert installations or the installation of 
large drains, the same procedure was followed. 
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In the case of the structures over more important streams complete 
small scale plans and hydrological data were required in order to 
facilitate a check of the work by the Division before recommending 
to the Director that a formal permit be issued or refused. 
In the determination of waterway openings Talbot's formula 
A = C-\1 M 3 was to be used as a criterion. This does not mean that 
Talbot's formula is the only formula applicable to Illinois streams, 
for in some cases sufficient data and observations are of record 
whereby other formulas may be used with even closer accuracy and 
economies. For most of the counties, however, the position of Super-
intendent of Highways has existed only for about twenty-five years, 
and since little effort before the advent of you gentlemen was made 
to obtain and record hydrological data, it is doubted whether intimate 
· knowledge of all streams exists to an extent where other formulas than 
Talbot's may be advantageously used. In areas adjacent to the great 
centers of population these data may be in existence, and if available 
the use of the Burkli-Ziegler, McMath, Adams, Panning, Fuller and 
other formulas are of value. 
The regulations requiring structures over 100 sq. ft. in area of 
opening to be submitted to the Division of Waterways have resulted 
in considerable work on· the part of some of you gentlemen, and in 
a great amount of detailed study and analysis on the part of our own 
engineers. The Division of Waterways has neither the personnel nor 
the desire to attempt to exercise detailed supervision over the more 
trivial streams,. and we believe that the interest of the public can well 
be served by prompt revision of the regulations. 
I am informed that this subject was discussed at your recent super-
intendents' state meeting in Springfield and as a result a conference 
was called which was attended by a committee of superintendents, by 
Messrs. Lieberman, Fleming, Baker, and Burch representing the Di-
vision of Highways, and by Messrs. Casey, Rudd, and the speaker, 
representing the Division of Waterways. A frank statement of the 
problems was made by the spokesman of the committee, and a general 
discussion by many individuals present at the conference followed. 
It was agreed that the question of revising regulations to make 
openings of 300 square feet the criterion instead of those of 100 square 
feet would be submitted to the office of the Attorney General for 
comment. 
Furthermore, that comment would also be requested as to whether 
it was necessary for the Chairman of the County Board to sign the 
.. 
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application for permit, that same be attested, and that a resolution. 
empowering him to sign same be passed. 
Lastly, it was. requested that an opinion be obtained as to whether 
failure to secure proper permits would be held prejudicial to the in-
terests of the contractor in obtaining compensation for work performed. 
I am now able to report that all of these matters have been dis-
cussed at length with the representatives of the office of the Attorney 
General, and we are informally advised that there. appears to be no 
disregard of public interests if administratively a new criterion of 300 
square feet opening is set. Therefore, no reference need be made to this 
division where the structures over unimportant streams are less than 
300 square feet in opening. 
In case of structures over unimportant streams in excess of 300 
square feet opening, signature of the county superintendent of high-
ways or other officials on the letter of explanation is entirely accept-
able. However, it is considered unwise and improper to accept signa-
tures on applications for formal permits other than that of the chair-
man pf the board, properly accompanied by authorizing resolution. 
Furthermore, it is considered that increasing the size of· bridge struc-
tures over which jurisdiction will be exercised will largely eliminate 
burdensome signing that may have occurred in the past. 
We also believe that increasing the criterion for bridge openings re-
quiring informal and formal permits will do much towards eliminating 
additional technical work on the part of county organizations. 
It is furthermore recommended that no change in the law trans-
ferring responsibility on the part of the contractor for obtaining of 
permits to the county superintendents or other representatives of the 
counties and states be made. If an exception is made in this particular 
instance, there is reason to believe that the securing of all permits for 
construction work could be made to devolve upon others than the 
parties required to perform the work in a legal and acceptable way. 
In the matter of channel changes· it is believed that a criterion of 
200 square feet will also adequately protect all publiC interest. This 
200 square. feet will be measured below the normal bank of the affected 
stream, and indicate actual flooded channel way of the stream. 
Other regulations specifying the nature of the data to be presented 
and the type of drawings to accompany the application will remain 
the same. 
It is believed that immediately after this meeting the Division 
of Highways, through the proper executive, will issue instructions to all 
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. county superintendents of highways and identical instructions will;be 
issued to the engineers and inspectors of the Division of Waterways, 
which will explain in detail procedure to be followed, by all officials in 
submitting applications for permits. 
In passing judgment upon the past, present, and future efforts of 
the Division of Waterways, please bear in mind that all authority 
exercised by the Division is obtained from the statutes, and that action 
taken by representatives of the Division is with the sole idea of pro-
tecting public interest and assisting those officials who are in a position 
to best profit by suggestions and advice of the Division. 
Facilities exist in our Division, both by record and through experi-
ence of capable engineers which, if accepted in the spirit extended, will 
undoubtedly help those who see fit to accept same. The greatest 
achievement which can be reached by our Division is to correlate 
culvert, bridge, and channel change sizes so that flood conditions will 
not be aggravated. I know most of you gentlemen are well acquainted 
with the principles of flood control, and all must agree that the poorest 
flood control structure on earth is a bridge opening of inadequate 
size, or a highway embankment built to such an elevation that it acts 
as a spillway rather than a road, or as a dam rather than a bridge 
opening. 
Let me assure you on the part of myself personally, and officially 
for the Division, that we are anxious and happy to cooperate to the 
fullest degree with every individual, organization or bureau, which 
will permit us so to do. 
In closing, let me assure you that this opportunity of again ex-
plaining one of the functions of the Division has been appreciated, not 
only by myself and the Division, but by the Director of the Depart-
ment of Public Works and Buildings. Mr. Smith is anxious that all 
divisions under his jurisdiction cooperate with all public bodies, and 
achieve a harmonious program of construction reflecting credit not 
only upon the state and the department, but upon all who avail 
themselves of the service of one or more of the divisions making up 
the great Department of Public Works and Buildings. J 
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XI. WHY DOES THE BRIDGE OFFICE ASK 
SO MANY QUESTIONS? 
G. F. BuncH* 
The· answer to this question should be obvious. There are many 
things which affect the design of a bridge. The men in the field know 
about these things, or if they do not, they can find out very ea~ily. 
The men in the· bridge office who prepare the plans very seldom even 
see the bridge site. You may think this is a rather elementary subject 
to be discussed before this conference. It is elementary, but it is like-
wise important. 
Our design office must have complete and accurate information 
or our work will not be successful. Sometimes we have difficulty, in 
securing this information, and the questions fly thick and fast. At 
times you may think that we lie awake nights trying to figure out 
some new questions to ask you, but I assure you that such is not the 
case. Each one of our questions is based upon our need for informa-
tion. We have a d~cument which has been in use since the State High-
way Department was created. This document is commonly known as 
our "bridge inspection report." This report is used by the field men 
to record items of information which the men in our design office apply 
to the design of bridges. This report has been revised from time to 
time, but always with the idea of securing more information. We all 
know that the more information we secure beforehand, the less trouble 
we are likely to get into afterwards. 
I am going to outline briefly a number of the information items 
which this inspection report calls for. One of the latest additions is 
the classification of the road as regards the amount of traffic and the 
speed at which that traffic will travel. Our design policy uses this 
classification as the basis for a sliding scale which sets up definite 
limitations on type and width of road surface, shoulder width, earth 
slopes, horizontal curvature, super-elevation, sight distance, maximum 
grades and width of roadway over structures, all of which enter into 
our problem of design. The place provided for drawing a small map 
2 miles square is quite useful in recording the location of a bridge, and 
also in preparing an application to the Division of Waterways. The 
length of haul and prevailing prices for materials and labor are inti-
mately associated with the preparation of an estimate of cost. Even 
with the best of information, it is difficult to prepare an estimate which 
will come close to the bids submitted by contractors. Data on the 
*Bridge Engineer, Illinois Division of Highways, Springfield, Illinois. 
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existing bridge is used in several ways. If the bridge is to be removed, 
the cost of removal is included in the estimate. If any materials, 
such as structural steel, are to be salvaged, the cost of removal will 
be increased, and the estimate must be increased accordingly. A care-
ful study of the old bridge may have considerable influence on the 
design of the new bridge. It may establish maximum or minimum 
limitations on individual span lengths. The efficiency of waterway 
openings under existing bridges is our best guide for determining how 
large a new bridge should be. Of course, if such information is lack-
ing, or it cannot be relied upon, then we must use some approximate 
formula to determine the waterway opening which should be provided. 
The elevations of ordinary low and high water are necessary items 
of information. Low water may decide whether bearing piles under 
foundations should be untreated or creosoted. High water has its 
effect on the size of a bridge, and, in the majority of cases, it de-
termines the elevation of the grade line over the bridge and the 
adjacent highway. 
Perhaps our greatest source of trouble with contractors, and 
material additions to the cost of construction, is finding foundation 
conditions which were not anticipated when the plans were prepared 
and the work was placed under contract. As Mr. Peterson has told 
you, we have two diamond drill outfits which are working full time 
on the exploration of foundation materials for large bridges. These 
two outfits also do some work on the exploration of sub-soil conditions 
for road work. I believe that each of our ten districts has a small 
boring outfit which they use at locations where it is not necessary to 
explore to a greater depth than about 20 feet. Our county superin-
tendents of highways should also be able to make some foundation 
investigation by using hand augers or driving rods. 
The point I wish to make is this, no matter whether a structure 
is large or small, we should investigate the foundations until we are 
reasonably sure that the method of construction will not have to be 
changed after the work has been placed under contract. Elevation 
and plan drawings of the bridge location, either upon the inspection 
report or on separate road plans, are necessary items of information. 
The inspection report indicates the detail which should be included 
in such drawings. If a channel change is to be made, it should be 
shown for its entire length, and also in cross section. If the bridge 
contractor is not to make the entire channel change, the division of 
work should be clearly indicated. Sometimes you may find it possible 
and desirable to make a channel change before a bridge is built, but 
unless you are sure that the new channel will be completed before 
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the bridge contractor gets on the job, it is usually advisable to include 
channel change under the bridge and, say, to the right of way lines, in 
the bridge contract. And another thing, when the entire channel 
change is not to be made by one contractor, the work must be done 
according to a certain schedule, or you may find yourself in the em-
barrassing position of having a new bridge which plugs up the old 
channel and the new channel not open to permit the flow of water. 
On the last page of our bridge inspection report, we ask for a lot 
of detailed information, such as elevations for crown of roadway and 
bed of stream, depth of foundations, span recommended, roadway 
width, type of bridge, 'etc. When you recommend a certain span 
length, I would suggest that you indicate whether that span length 
is to be measured on center-line or at right angles to the substructure, 
if the bridge happens to be on a skew, and also whether it is to be 
measured in the clear, or center to center of bearings. When you 
decide what width of roadway you want, it is also in order to con-
sider whether sidewalks or wide curbs, which we call safety walks, 
should be provided. The item "type of bridge recommended" includes 
a lot of detail. First, the type of superstructure which generally can 
be designated as steel, or concrete; second, the type of hand rail, con-
crete, longitudinal steel channel, or open ornamental steel; and third, 
the type of substructure. For piers, creosoted timber pile bents, con-
crete pile bents, open concrete piers poured in place, or solid con-
crete piers poured in place; and for abutments creosoted timber or 
concrete pile bents, open poured-in-place concrete abutments with 
the earth slopes running through and generally protected by concrete 
slope walls, closed creosoted pile abutments with wing walls, or closed 
reinforced concrete abutments with wing walls. For the floor on a steel 
bridge, you have practically no choice, as concrete is about the most 
economical thing there is both in first cost and in maintenance. In the 
space provided for the description of a bench mark, I would suggest 
that you indicate the datum to which the bench mark is referred. I 
would also suggest that you indicate where the money is coming from, 
and what sort of a contract the bridge is to be included in. 
The purpose of this talk has been to tell you why we ask so many 
questions. If you will give us the information which we are not in a 
position to collect for ourselves, we will endeavor to design bridges 
which are large enough to permit the passage of high water, which are 
suitable for the traffic which they will carry, which will fit the loca-
tions where they are to be built, and also which will be as economical 
as possible. 
It is now your turn. Have you any questions to ask? 
XII. GRADE CROSSING ELIMINATION 
A. BENESCH* 
At first glance you might expect from the title a routine report 
on our grade separation program. These facts and figures you can 
get just as well from our annual reports. What I am supposed to 
talk to you about is the highly important phase of railroad-highway 
grade crossing elimination by closing of existing grade crossings, thus 
causing traffic to use others which arc adequately protected. In the 
general program of construction and reconstruction of existing high-
ways, the feature of elimination of hazards to human life at railroad-
highway grade crossings plays an important part. It has been clearly 
established that the surest method of dealing with this problem is the 
elimination of grade crossings. With the construction of more and 
more grade separations in recent years, there has been an increasing 
tendency, particularly on the part of the highway engineer, to consider 
the phrase "grade crossing elimination" as synonymous with "grade 
separation." Elimination by any other means, such as closing of grade 
crossing by abandonment was something which generally was dis-
carded by engineering staffs as being too hot to handle. It is this hot 
potato that I am supposed to discuss with you today. 
By this time you are probably wondering how the Division of 
Highways became involved in such a program. In 1935 when the first 
N.R.A. provided federal funds for highway improvements, the De-
partment thought it might be a good idea to use part of these funds 
to afford protection at about 300 extremely hazardous grade crossings 
on our primary highway system. Credit belongs to the State of Illinois 
for first inducing the Federal Government to participate in such a 
program. The Bureau of Public Roads has provided funds in sub-
sequent federal aid programs for similar improvements. Such pro-
cedure is commendable, particularly in our state with its 18 000 or 
more grade crossings, and particularly because we have more grade 
crossings than any other state in the Union, not only in number, but 
also per mile of railroad. It is furthermore commendable because of 
the fact that in spite of our efforts to reduce accidents at railroad-
highway grade crossings by continual construction of grade separations 
and installation of grade crossing protection devices fatalities are 
increasing. A comparison of the total number of accidents at grade 
crossings by states, discloses that the State of Illinois has the greatest 
*Engineer of Grade Separations, Illinois Division of Highways, Springfield, Illinois. 
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number of accidents. That we stand alone in this gruesome field is 
shown by the fact that the accident report published by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission listed by states, shows about 25 per cent 
fewer accidents for the state which most nearly approaches our record. 
Examining this unenviable record, it was disclosed that a large 
number of accidents occurred at very minor crossings formed by 
lightly-travelled roads. Approximately one-half of all crossings in 
the state are rural crossings generally marked by fixed signs, whereas 
the other crossings are urban crossings with all kinds of so-called pro-
tection, the greater number of them with fixed signs only. After we 
had acquainted ourselves with the existing conditions, we began to 
try to reach some sound solution of the problem. To propose separa-
tion of grades at only one-half of the total crossings would have been 
utterly impossible for two reasons: 
( 1) In some cases it was physically impossible to build a 
separation. 
(2) The cost of separating grades, including property damages, 
was such that it was utterly impossible to find the necessary funds to 
finance the proposition. 
It was found equally impossible to finance the cost of protecting 
each crossing adequately. After giving this matter considerable study, 
we evolved an idea which we hope will prove to be more than a partial 
solution to the grade crossing problem. Briefly, our plan is to properly 
protect as many crossings as are necessary to satisfy traffic require-
ments, and to eliminate all others by closing them, without incon-
veniencing the public at large. Our method has been to select a com-
munity on a high-speed line of railroad, study traffic conditions at all 
of the crossings, and then attempt to work out a plan of channelizing 
traffic by closing all little-used crossings and furnishing modern and 
adequate protection at all other crossings. It is only by this channel-
ization of traffic to the least number of necessary crossings that we 
can hope to provide proper protection to the greatest amount of high-
way traffic. Even such a program has proved to be quite expensive, 
and will have to be continued for at least ten years to be effective. 
In putting this plan into practice in the first year, we encountered 
many interesting and natural ideas that entered the minds of people 
we contacted. Since we are all engineers dealing with public improve-
ments, you will recognize some of these difficulties as I present them 
to you. 
One very prevalent idea is that each and every railroad-highway 
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grade crossing is a splendid asset to the community, which must be 
kept open at all cost. Let us delve a little into this idea. After an 
analysis of the existing hazard at a great many of our grade crossings 
it takes but a small amount of reasoning to sec that all crossings are 
not assets, but some are decided liabilities. The degree of liability is 
greatest to those who use the crossing most. Thus we find that those 
who receive the greatest benefit from an improvement of this nature 
are those who use the crossing most; that is, the local citizens of the 
community. 
Another idea which is presented to us by the uninformed, especially 
in the medium-sized or larger cities, is that our proposal to close 
certain crossings by shifting the traffic to another crossing will over-
load the streets leading to the latter. While we have no definite figures 
to show the carrying capacity of roads or streets, we have always 
made extensive use of our traffic analysis in each case to avoid any 
overloading of streets. It has been our experience that almost all 
streets with proper parking regulations are very far from being used 
to their full capacity. Another interesting feature presented to us in 
checking the traffic counts at crossings has been the following: 
In making traffic counts for all crossings in a community it is rather 
hard to keep the matter secret. Some communities probably just to 
show how busy a city they have, and to pride themselves in it, deliber-
ately try to show an increase in the traffic. For instance it came to 
our attention at a crossing where there was a traffic count of less than 
100 cars a day, that the same car, within a short period of time, used 
the crossing 38 times, and still they couldn't boost the traffic count up 
enough to show justification for the crossing being left open. While I 
don't suspect the good citizens of any community of ulterior motives in 
such a procedure, you can't blame me for instructing our personnel to 
watch for such occurrences and make the necessary deductions. "While 
such occurrences may appear amusing, they exist, and for that reason 
have to be taken into consideration. 
Still another idea in the minds of local citizens is that a city itself 
has jurisdiction over the crossings. They are not informed that the 
Illinois Commerce Commission is vested by law with power to exercise 
police powers in regard to railroad-highway grade crossings and their 
approaches. When they are informed of this fact, and at the same time 
are approached to cooperate with us in improvements such as covered 
by this paper, they in turn ask "Why do you come to us?" 
While we are endeavoring to be just in the matter, we not only 
need the cooperation of the local authorities, because they arc in a 
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position to inform us of facts which might not be uncovered by our 
survey, but also it is not our intention to be arbitrary. As public 
authorities, neither the Department nor the Commission wish to abuse 
their powers; we want to be fair, but at the same time we view the 
matter from the point of view of cold engineering facts, and absolutely 
disinterestedly, to the extent that we have the safety of the public 
at large at heart, without of course disregarding their convenience. 
Our past experience has definitely proven to us that the plan is 
feasible; it has definitely been proven to us that it is workable. Past 
experience has also shown us that it is a long-drawn-out process and 
that administrative expenditures in connection with this program are 
rather high; but we have convinced ourselves that in spite of difficulties 
it is the only way of reasonably improving existing conditions. In other 
words, if nothing is done, existing conditions will continue, and acci-
dent records at highway-railroad crossings in spite of our construction 
program and in spite of our safety campaign will continue to be high. 
We have found that the enlightened element in the city, the public 
authorities in charge, the city engineers, are always with us. It has 
often occurred that they do not want to go on record in expressing 
such an opinion, because as they say, "they are put on the spot." At 
the same time they do not oppose us, and are willing to cooperate. The 
whole thing resolves itself into a matter of selling the idea to the 
public. 
I feel certain that each of you who has to do with the construction 
and maintenance of highways is concerned with this problem. I am 
therefore taking this opportunity to ask you to give us as much assist-
ance as you can in our attempt to solve it. Your help, your lecturing, 
your discussing this problem with individuals can be invaluable. Your 
experience in the intimate knowledge of local conditions is a highly 
important factor in the success of our proposed program. By working 
in close cooperation with all parties concerned, and you are one of 
them, you can really do your part in the saving of human lives. 
XIII. THE RIGHT OF EMINENT DOMAIN AS IT 
RELATES TO HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
TIMOTHY .J. SULLIVAN* 
As an assistant attorney general of the State of Illinois during 
the past six years, I have represented the Department of Public W arks 
and Buildings of the State of Illinois, Division of Highways, in many 
cases involving the condemnation of land for highway purposes. I 
assume I will be expected to discuss the subject assigned to me as it 
relates to the right of Eminent Domain in the State of Illinois. 
Therefore, before going into a discussion of right of way, I think 
it would be wise to briefly consider the law of Eminent Domain as it 
relates to highway construction in this State. 
Eminent Domain is a phrase which has been used for hundreds of 
years to designate the power of a sovereign to take or authorize the 
taking of private property within its jurisdiction for public use without 
the owner's consent. 
It is the sovereign power in the State to take private property for 
public use, providing first a just compensation therefor. This power 
to take private property without the owner's consent is inherent in 
every government, and the owner's rights are protected only to the 
extent that his property cannot be taken or damaged without just 
compensation, which, when not made by the State, must be ascertained 
by a jury. 
The right to take or authorize the taking of private property for 
public use is legislative in its nature, and property can only be taken 
by the exercise of the power directly by the General Assembly or by 
delegation in express terms or by necessary implication. 
The General Assembly may delegate the power to take private 
property for public use to municipal corporations, governmental sub-
divisions, such as the Department of Public Works and Buildings, 
public officers, boards of trustees, county commissioners, and other 
like boards and officers. 
It is also lawfully delegated to administrative boards or officers, 
such as county boards, park commissioners or others exercising similar 
power. This power in the General Assembly is unlimited, and it not 
only has the power to take private property for public use, but to 
authorize it to be taken upon making just compensation, reserving to 
the property owner the right to contest the question whether the pro-
*Assistant Attorney General, SpringfiPld, Illinois. 
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posed use is public or private, and whether it is to be exercised for the 
purpose for which it was conferred. 
Therefore, we must always remember that the only power the De-
partment of Public Works and Buildings or other governmental 
agencies has to condemn private property for public use, in this State, 
is that power which is delegated to it by the General Assembly of the 
State. 
The courts of this State have held: "The exercise of the power of 
Eminent Domain is an exercise of sovereign power to force a man to 
give up his property against his will and for a consideration fixed by 
others, and is in its very nature harsh and against common right, and 
where such power rests upon statutes conferring the rights, those 
statutes, being in derogation of common right, must be strictly con-
strued, and the right cannot be exercised unless clearly conferred, 
and then only by strict compliance and conformity with the power 
conferred." 
That is the challenge of the law and that is the challenge all of us 
must accept and comply with when it becomes necessary to condemn 
private property for highway construction purposes. 
In preparing the petition for condemnation, every material alle-
gation provided by statute must be set forth in the petition, namely: 
(1) The right, power and capacity to institute the proceedings 
(2) The public purpose and necessity 
(3) The intention to complete the work 
( 4) The inability to agree with the owner as to the compensation 
for lands taken and damaged 
( 5) Description of the property and interests affected 
(6) The location, route, and termini 
(7) The designation of all persons interested in the land as owners 
or otherwise as appear of record, or if not known, the statement of 
that fact 
(8) The conclusion with a prayer that the eompcnsation to be paid 
to the owner or owners, be assessed 
(9) Maps, plans and blue prints should be attached to the petition, 
and made a part thereof designating the location of the land, the 
specific land sought to be taken, the route, and all facts necessary to 
apprise the owner of the exact situation so that he may be able to 
prepare an intelligent defense. 
Time will not permit the discussion of all the foregoing necessary 
allegations in detail, but it is necessary for you to know these facts, 
for the pleader must depend on you for the necessary information in 
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the preparation of the petition to condemn, and more important, must 
depend upon your testimony in court to prove all the material allega-
tions in the petition in the event the right of the petitioner to condemn 
is challenged. 
In condemnation proceedings the land owner may contest petition-
er's right to condemn, and may do this by a motion to dismiss the 
petition. 
For instance, assume the owner, by a motion, denies the necessity 
of the taking of the land for public purposes. It has been held: "The 
question of whether the sovereign power of Eminent Domain shall be 
conferred upon governmental agencies to appropriate private property 
for public use, is legislative and not subject to interference by courts, 
but the question whether the particular property sought to be appro-
priated is necessary for the public use is for the courts. If the necessity 
does not exist, the land cannot be taken and the property owner would 
be without the protection to which he is entitled if the determination 
of the petitioner to take his property conclusively settled the necessity 
of the taking. If that were so, the law would not require any averment 
of necessity, but only an allegation of intention to take the property. 
The owner of property may challenge the right to take it by denying 
the averment of necessity and the issue so made is a preliminary one 
to be decided by the court; but where the right to condemn exists, and 
the property is subject to the exercise of the right of Eminent Domain 
and is being condemned for a public use, and the right to condemn is 
not being abused, the court cannot deny the right to condemn on the 
ground that the exercise of the power is unnecessary or inexpedient, 
as the determination of that question devolves upon the legislative 
branch of the government and is a question which the judicial branch 
of the government cannot determine." 
Under every rule of pleading, the burden is upon the petitioner to 
introduce evidence such as would, prima facie at least, prove the 
disputed averments. So, when an owner contests petitioner's right 
to condemn, the burden is on the petitioner to maintain its right by 
proper proof. 
All questions going to petitioner's right to condemn are preliminary 
and must be passed upon by the court prior to the impanelling of a 
jury to hear the case on the question of values. The law does not con-
template that the preliminary questions should be submitted to a jury, as the only issue to be determined by the jury is the just com-
pensation for the lands taken and the consequential damages, if any, 
to land not taken. 
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The information necessary in the preparation of a petition and 
which should be furnished to the pleader is as follows: 
(1) A description of the property sought to be condemned, the 
specific location of the same, and the purpose for which the land is to 
be taken 
(2) Whether the land sought to be condemned is situated within 
the corporate limits of a municipality 
(3) The inability to agree with the owner as to compensation 
(4) Names of owners 
(5) Names of husbands or wives of owners 
(6) Names of administrators or administratrixes 
(7) Names of all heirs having interest 
(8) Names of incompetent persons having interest 
(9) Names of conservators for incompetent persons 
(10) Names of minors having interest 
(11) Names of legal guardians 
(12) Names of tenants in possession 
(13) Names of husbands or wives of tenants in possession 
(14) Names of judgment creditors of record 
(15) Names of mortgagors or persons having liens against the real 
estate, including delinquent taxes 
( 16) Where there are unknown owners or unknown persons in 
interest, those facts should be stated 
( 17) Names of trustees and provisions of the trust 
(18) Names of non-resident parties in interest and their addresses 
(19) Addresses of all parties in interest. 
One of the conditions precedent to the filing of a petition for con-
demnation and which must be alleged in the petition and proven by 
the petitioner, if controverted, is: "The inability to agree with the 
owner as to the compensation to be paid for the land to be appro-
priated and the damages thereto. This does not mean that the pe-
titioner must offer the exact compensation to which the owner is 
entitled, but it does mean that an honest, bona fide effort should be 
made to agree with the owner as to a just compensation." 
The constitution and the statutes of this State provide, "That 
private property shall not be taken or damaged for public use without 
just compensation." 
"Just compensation,'' for the taking of property for public use 
means the payment of such sum of money as will make the owner 
whole, so that on receipt of the compensation, he will not be poorer 
by reason of his property being taken, and the measure of com.pen-
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sation is the sum of money which is the equivalent of the value of the 
property or the amount of cash which the property would sell for 
under ordinary circumstances where the owner is willing to sell, but 
not forced to sell, and the purchaser is willing to buy, but not com-
pelled to buy; but the fact that in any particular case the owner is 
not willing to part with his property should not be considered in fixing 
just compensation. 
It is evident that the land sought to be taken should be first ap-
praised by competent and disinterested appraisers and, as stated, an 
earnest effort should be made to agree with the owner as to the 
compensation. 
I know you will agree with me when I say that I am a little jealous 
of the rights of the property owner and sincerely believe that he should 
be paid as compensation and damages cYcry dollar to which he is 
entitled for his land which the State has the right to appropriate 
without his consent. On the other hand, I am also jealous of the rights 
of the taxpayers of this State, and I do not believe that the county 
or the State should act as a "Santa Claus" or allow their treasuries 
to be made "a grab bag" for unscrupulous owners who seek to take 
adYantagc of the needs of the State, in the construction of a great 
system of highways for the benefit of all the people of the State. 
Should an agreement be reached with the O\Vncr, it is imperative to 
sec that all mortgages, judgments of record, delinquent taxes, and other 
liens arc released as to the property taken, before the compensation is 
paid and a dedication made to the State. 
Should there be an inability to agree with the owner as to just com-
pensation and when all preliminary questions arc disposed of, then the 
question of just compensation must be submitted to a jury. As before 
stated, a jury has no right to pass upon the right or power to condemn, 
necessity, inability to agree, or other preliminary questions. The jury 
is confined to the simple question of the measure of compensation. 
The burden of establishing the fair cash market Yaluc of the land 
to be taken rests upon the petitioner, and the petitioner must be pre-
pared to prove in court the fair cash market value of the land sought, 
as of the date of the filing of the petition, taking into consideration the 
highest and best use for which the land is adapted and, if advanta-
geous to the owner, the land sought to be taken must be considered as 
a part of the whole tract. If consequential damages to land not taken 
arc involved, that burden rests upon the owner to establish. Any 
benefits to the land by reason of the construction of the highway may 
be set off as against the damages claimed, but not as against the Yalue 
of the land actually taken. 
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During the past several years highway construction in this State 
has undergone many changes. It has been said that, "at the time many 
of the highways were opened, it is well known that no great pains 
or care were taken in selecting the location and that they followed 
winding Indian trails, and the engineering problems, as to minimizing 
distance and added safety to rapid transit by reducing curves, did not 
enter into the location of the roads." 
The situation is different now. Higher standards of construction 
have been established to provide for wider pavements, the elimination 
of horizontal and vertical curves, wider shoulders, increased radius of 
curves, a more adequate system of drainage, a greater sight distance 
and the elimination of grade crossings wherever possible. This problem 
involves the construction not only of Federal Aid routes, but the re-
locating, reconstructing, widening, improving and general moderniza-
tion of many of the antiquated Bond Issue routes. Should it be neces-
sary to take private property to carry on this program, permit me to 
caution you not to mistake convenience for necessity. 
In the construction of a Federal Aid route, provided all the require-
ments of the statutes arc complied with, you have the right and au-
thority to condemn private property for that purpose. Should the 
Federal Aid route intersect a State Bond Issue route, and the con-
clusion is reached that it is necessary or convenient to take land paral-
leling the State Bond Issue route in order to widen or relocate that 
road for the purpose of making a convenient and safe connection 
between the two routes, and admitting all the land in question belongs 
to the same owner and is a part of the same tract, it is improper to 
include all of the said lands in one description, and it is also improper 
to incorporate that description in a petition to condemn the land for 
the Federal Aid route. Furthermore, the entire description should not 
be included in one plan or blue print. This must be obvious, because 
the section of the Statutes which confers the power to locate and con-
demn private property for a Federal Aid road docs not confer any 
power or authority to relocate or widen a State Bond Issue route. The 
proper way to proceed is to prepare two separate plans and two de-
scriptions, the one to include the land necessary for the Federal Aid 
route, the other the land necessary for the widening or relocation of 
the State Bond Issue route. 
And furthermore, should the Federal Aid route be located through 
an incorporated city, village, or town, and private property is sought 
within the corporate limits for the construction of the road, authority 
to locate and condemn that portion must be sought other than the 
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authority given by the Statutes for the construction of a Federal Aid 
route. The authority to locate or construct Federal Aid routes is con-
ferred by Section nine of the Rural Post Road Act, but that Section 
gives no authority to locate the road or condemn the property within 
the corporate limits of a city, town, or village. Such authority is con-
ferred by Statute in Sections 6a and 9 of The System of State High-
ways Act. 
The same applies to the relocation, reconstruction and widening 
of State Bond Issue routes within the corporate limits of a municipal 
corporation. 
When it becomes necessary to acquire private property for the pur-
pose of reconstructing, widening and improving the State Bond Issue 
routes, caution should be used not to confuse the authority conferred 
by the General Assembly. The power given by the Statutes to con-
demn for the construction of the original State Bond Issue roads has 
now been exhausted, and when private property is sought to recon-
struct, relocate, widen and improve those routes, other sources of 
authority must be sought in the Statutes. 
The right to "make minor changes" and, "the right to relocate" 
should not be confused. 
The right to "make minor changes" is incorporated in the original 
Bond Issue Acts, but nothing in those Acts confer the power or 
authority to relocate. 
The system of State Highways Act, as amended, provides all State 
Aid routes, Bond Issue roads, Federal Aid routes and Belt Lines, shall 
comprise the system of State Highways, and shall be known as "State 
Highways." 
Ample authority is conferred under the sections of this Act to 
provide for reconstructing, relocating, widening, and improving all 
the roads mentioned, and the acquiring of land for the purpose 
indicated by condemnation. 
In view of the power and authority to locate and relocate, recon-
struct, widen and improve all "State Highways" and also the power 
to take private property for that purpose, delegated by the General 
Assembly of Illinois to the Department of Public Works and Buildings 
of this State, it is apparent that sufficient authority has been conferred 
to cover almost every conceivable situation. The Department of 
Public Works and Buildings has a wide discretion in the location and 
relocation of highways, and the Courts have held that inasmuch as the 
right of Eminent Domain is a legislative rather than a judicial right, 
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the Courts will not interfere with the discretion of the Department in 
the absence of abuse, fraud, or oppression. 
The law which delegates the right of Eminent Domain and the 
location of highways in this State to the Department of Public Works 
and Buildings indicates a great confidence in the judgment, wisdom 
and discretion of the Department. The Supreme Court has upheld 
this particular law on many occasions in this respect. 
It is therefore the duty and obligation of all of us to justify that 
confidence by preparing every case with the thought that each par-
ticular case will eventually reach the Supreme Court on review. 
In every condemnation case to be brought, your attorney should 
be furnished with all the information required to prepare the petition, 
and you should be prepared to produce testimony to sustain every 
allegation in the petition, if objections are made, and it is sought to 
dismiss the petition, on motion. 
When in doubt, do not hesitate to advise with the Attorney General 
of this State. Your interests are his interests. This great work will and 
must go on because highway construction in Illinois is in competent 
hands . 
XIV. MUNICIPAL PAVING PROBLEMS 
M. P. O'BRIEN* 
The outstanding problem confronting the municipal engineer is 
the same one that faces the county superintendent, the Chief Highway 
Engineer and, in fact, any one whose duty it is to look after the con-
struction of public improvements of any character. I refer, of course, 
to the matter of finance and this conference is not the place to discuss 
this feature. 
Inasmuch as practically all street paving construction is planned 
and executed under the supervision of the Division of Highways, due 
to the fact that Motor Fuel Tax funds arc used wholly or in part to 
defray the expense of such work, the specifications goYcrning such work 
and their application in the different districts really present a prob-
lem to those municipal engineers who realize that they owe a duty 
primarily to the citizens of the community by whom they arc em-
ployed. This duty is not different in the case of an engineer supervising 
a street paving project from what it is if he is in charge of a sewage 
disposal plant, a water impounding and treating plant, or a power 
plant. 
He, as an engineer, is obligated to bring to the project a thorough 
knowledge of the needs over a period of years, and the best and most 
economical methods and materials in order to obtain the best results. 
The Illinois State Highway Department was organized in 1913, and 
in 1917 became the present Division of Highways. From its incep-
tion, and up until very recent times, practically all design and con-
struction has been confined to rural highways. In 1929 legislation 
permitting the Division of Highways to construct pavements inside 
the larger municipalities became effective, followed in 1934 by legisla-
tion allocating one-third of Motor Fuel Tax collections to munici-
palities, the work to be done by the cities under the general supervision 
of the Division of Highways. 
At this time, the municipal engineer really began to ha\'c problems 
placed on his shoulders. Few if any of those in the Division of High-
ways whose duty it was to pass on design, specifications, and cost 
estimates had the slightest experience in any type of pavement other 
than the rural one-course two-lane slab. Such important items of 
municipal pavement design as intersections, grades, drainage and 
other basic features were entirely beyond their knowledge, and their 
effort to transfer the principles set up for rural roads to city streets, 
*City Engineer, Springfield, ]Jlinois. 
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since those were the only standards and instructions then in the State 
standards and specifications, led to much dissatisfaction, particularly 
among those engineers who had many years of experience and many 
miles of perfectly satisfactory construction to their credit. Another 
unfortunate and ill-advised step taken by the Division of Highways 
at this time was the insertion in the Manual of Instructions issued to 
field engineers of a paragraph warning them against inferior methods 
and materials used in city pavement construction. While these warn-
ings were issued as confidential, they were hardly off the press before 
they became known publicly, and did not improve the relations 
between the State and municipal engineers. So far as I know, this 
particular warning is not now given. At least it is not in the copy 
furnished me. 
Since the beginning of municipal pavement construction about the 
middle of the 19th century, a two-course type consisting of a founda-
tion and a wearing surface has been used. As the years went on 
methods and materials were improved, and at the time the Division 
of Highways moved into town, this type of pavement was at a high 
degree of perfection. The problems relating to foundation courses arid 
the various types of wearing surf aces to meet existing conditions and 
needs had been thoroughly worked out, and pavements of 20 to 40 
years of age, in good condition, were no particular rarity. 
One of the first changes, and perhaps the most revolutionary 
change, introduced into two-course pavements was the high tensile 
strength concrete foundation. There can certainly be no doubt that 
the very nature of this material is the cause of fairly large cracks at 
irregular intervals due to contraction stresses. These cracks, of course, 
appear in the wearing surface. The expansion of this concrete past the 
compressive strength limit causes the same heave or blow-up that 
occurs in a concrete pavement, though in a less degree, on account of 
whatever insulation is provided by the wearing surface. In an attempt 
to bridge foundation cracks under a brick wearing surface the so-called 
mastic cushion was tried, but, on account of the difficulty of securing 
sufficient bitumen to thoroughly coat the sand, it has not proved satis-
factory. As a matter of fact, those engineers familiar with sheet 
asphalt or asphaltic concrete pavements have known for many years 
that the best bituminous mixture will not bridge a foundation crack. 
Some experimental work has been done along the lines of expansion 
or contraction joints in foundations, but these have not been of any 
value. On the contrary they have been detrimental to the maintenance 
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of a surface. About the only purpose they serve is to localize the dis-
turbances in the surface which are bound to follow a foundation 
movement. 
It is hard indeed for an engineer with years of observation and 
practical experience to believe that a pavement designed for thickness 
on a study of subgrade stability and an assumed loading is wrong if a 
foundation concrete of a lower tensile strength, which does not carry 
with it the inherent faults of heaving and cracking entirely normal to a 
high tensile strength concrete, is used, while one with a high tensile 
strength foundation of an arbitrary thickness, based on the population 
of the community through which it passes, and with no consideration 
of subgrade, is right. 
It is also hard to follow the reasoning that specifies a total thick-
ness of pavement of 9 inches consisting of 2 inches of coarse graded 
bituminous concrete and 7 inches of concrete foundation, or, as an 
alternative for the same street, a 12-inch pavement made up of four 
inch vitrified brick, one inch of sand and the same 7 inches of concrete. 
Another question which often arises is "what about the famous 
thickened edge theory as applied to city streets?" In going over the 
standards in my office I find designs showing both thickened sections 
and sections of a uniform thickness. In none of the sections showing a 
thickened edge is there any thickening at both edges of a traffic lane in 
the four lane pavements. Arc we to understand that a vehicle weighs 
less on one side than on the other? or docs the dowel bar placed on 
the neutral axis of the slab take the place of the thickened edge? 
As a matter of fact, if the thickened edge has no place in city 
street design, it should be entirely removed, and, if it is needed, may 
we have an explanation of why it is needed, particularly at the curb 
where the pavement is used almost entirely for parking? 
It seems that part of our design data are founded not on engineering 
facts and experience, but on what may, for lack of a better term, be 
called legislative theory. In a city of less than 20 000 population a 
certain thickness is required; in cities of 20 001 and up a heavier 
pavement must be built. This, I understand, is predicated upon the 
statute that prohibits loading above a certain amount in the smaller 
cities, and permits a heavier loading in cities of slightly greater popu-
lation. Since most of our heavy trucking is not confined to any local 
community but moves across the state between and through the smaller 
places en route to or from the larger centers, I often wonder, assuming 
that truck operators are law-abiding, whether or not those of us in the 
larger cities are not compelled to over-design our pavements. 
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Through conversation with both state engineers and municipal 
engineers, and as a result of replies to a letter sent out to 35 cities 
(there were 8 replies) it seems that, generally speaking, there are not 
many serious objections to the present standards and specifications 
as a whole. The reason given in most instances is that as a rule there 
is little difficulty in getting permission for changes which will meet 
local conditions better than standards and specifications furnished by 
the State. Nearly all agree, however, that there is little practical 
value in a set of standards that attempts to cover the entire field of 
rural and municipal pavements. Surrounding conditions are so radi-
cally different in many ways that it would be impossible to cover the 
entire field, and the suggestion is offered that an entire new set of 
specifications and standards referring entirely to municipal pavements 
be prepared, based on actual experience in this particular field. It is 
true that in some districts engineers in charge have by this time had 
an opportunity to familiarize themselves to a certain extent with what 
is needed, and in these localities there is little friction. This is cer-
tainly true in the Bureau office at Springfield. However there are 
other places where those in charge have little knowledge of or sym-
pathy with such work and the result can only be improper design or 
unjustified expenditure. 
One feature which has been proven of practical value and economy 
is that of resurfacing existing pavements. In only too many cities in 
this State have old, surface-worn macadam or brick pavements been 
removed at a heavy expense in order to lay a new pavement. Such 
old pavements furnish the most nearly ideal foundation and in most 
cases can be brought to grade and cross-section at a minimum of 
expense; and, equipped with a new wearing surface, such pavements 
are good for many years of excellent surface. I heard a high official 
of the State say to a group of city engineers "Why do you want to 
surface that street? After it is done you will have merely an old 
pavement." Strange as it may appear, I agree thoroughly. As a 
matter of fact I believe that it should be the ambition of every high-
way engineer, Federal, State, or Municipal, to have every street with 
which he has anything to do become an old street. This applies par-
ticularly to municipal engineers. For them there is little chance of 
"re-locating" a pavement when the one he has built 10 years before 
becomes so badly in need of repairs that the maintenance expense 
reaches the point that rebuilding is necessary. To those engineers who 
are or were responsible for the city pavements built in the days before 
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the present freight movement was thought of, and which have given 
good service for 30 or more years, all credit is due. 
It hardly befits the present day crop of engineers to criticize such 
methods. On the contrary every advantage should be taken of the 
information their predecessors have left and passed on. It is true 
there was some faulty work-too much of it. But from failures 
valuable lessons can be learned if the real reasons for failures are 
discovered and avoided in the future. 
I believe that more study should be given to subgrade conditions 
particularly to those of sub-surface drainage. There is a vast differ-
ence in stability of subgrade in an old city street and in a cut or fill 
on the open prairie, and I have not the slightest doubt that the life 
of many a city pavement has been extended many years for this 
reason. As between destroying an old pavement which is merely rough 
or too narrow instead of properly resurfacing it, and destroying one of 
the bridges across the Illinois River after 10 years merely because 
• it needs cleaning and painting, I can see but little difference in prin-
ciple. This subject should be thoroughly investigated in all its features 
and, instead of being merely tolerated in some districts and rejected 
in others, should be recommended where conditions actually justify it. 
The purpos,e of this paper was to bring out some controversial 
subjects, many of which are soft-pedaled on account of a general lack 
of information. 
If it brings out the fact that there are some features connected 
with municipal pavements that are not covered by the existing stand-
ards and specifications, it will have been of some slight value. 
I 
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XV. MAINTENANCE OF CITY STREETS 
ROBERT L. ANDERSON* 
The remark of a professor under whom I once took a course in 
.Municipal Administration, that the character of a city's public morale 
can be quickly and closely estimated from the impression created on 
the stranger by its police force has always stuck in my mind. The 
inference was that the activities of this branch of the city's admin-
istration are most in the public eye, and therefore one of the easiest 
indices to observe. 
My experience since that time iri the municipal public works field 
has led me to believe that a no less reliable and evident index which · 
also creates a first impression on the visitor is the condition of the 
city's streets. Well-paved, clean streets of adequate width may not 
necessarily indicate an administration which is a paragon of efficiency, 
but you can be pretty sure that the public is not demanding very 
much in the city where you are greeted by chuck-holes, puddles, or 
piles of dirt in the gutters, disintegrated curbs and walks and a general 
lack of evidence of good housekeeping. As in all municipal affairs by 
and large the public will get the service it wants and is willing to 
pay for. 
To my mind the street maintenance activities of cities fall into two 
main categories-care of the physical repair, and cleaning. The former 
includes patching, replacement, and rehabilitation of such things as 
pavements, curbing, walks, bridges, traffic signs, and other traffic 
aids, and perhaps even care of parkway trees. The latter includes 
regular periodic removal of street dirt and litter, snow control, and 
weed cutting on parkways. Perhaps cleaning of catch basins to pro-
mote drainage should be included. 
In comparison with country highway maintenance it is evident 
that the diversity of structures to be cared for, the diversity of traffic 
. conditions encountered and the problems of an intense concentration of 
population all serve to complicate the operations required and dis-
courage to some extent standardization of practice. Add to that finan-
cial stringency, an unemployment problem, personal preferences of 
the administrator, and a little politics, and the chaos is complete. 
It used to be that maintenance was simply a local problem, to be 
financed out of local taxation and careful attention to repair was a 
direct saving to the municipality. With the growth of the prevailing 
*Superintendent of Public Works, Winnetka, Illinois. 
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attitude of expecting assistance on purely local matters from the 
Federal Government, with relief labor to be had and with gas-tax 
funds available in some cases for reconstructions, I think I can see a 
growing tendency to save on local expenditures by cutting maintenance 
to the bone, with the expectation of eventual replacement of the im-
provement largely at someone else's expense. Certainly the prevalence 
of lack of repair and W.P.A. paving gangs in some of our cities would 
point toward this conclusion. This attitude I believe to be funda-
mentally unsound. What we should shoot at is the maximum of high-
class service at the minimum annual expense, and I cannot see that 
shifting a portion of this annual expense away from the local unit 
gives us any overall gain. 
As you may have suspected, the town from which I hail is of the 
old school. We still believe in maintenance as a local problem, and I 
hope I may be forgiven if I appear in the rest of this paper to dwell 
pretty strongly on "how we do it in Winnetka." It is merely that I am 
most familiar with our own operations, and believe our experiences 
and practices are more or less typical of those found in similar com-
munities, where a comparatively high level of condition of streets is 
maintained. 
Winnetka is a Chicago suburb of about 13 000, over 90 per cent 
residential in character, in which the predominating aim is to maintain 
a suburban or even rural flavor, so far as is consistent with prcsent-
day conditions. \Ve have about forty-five miles of public streets in 
use, of which about forty-one are paved. In 1918 this figure for paved 
streets was twenty-nine miles, and, with the exception of a couple of 
miles which have been replaced by wider pavement, that twenty-nine 
miles is still in use. The date of original construction on some of it 
runs back as far as 1890, when the original water-bound macadam was 
built. This was later scarified, shaped and surfaced with tar, and, with 
periodic additional surfacing, it is still in use and in creditable shape, 
and this ~t an annual cost of under two cents a square yard. 
\Ve have proceeded on the basis of building an improvement ade-
quate in size and construction to carry the expected traffic load, but 
not greatly in excess of what can be reasonably predicted. Close atten-
tion to maintenance is then depended upon to prolong its useful life as 
much as is consistent and we proceed on the theory that once an im-
provement has been installed at the expense of the abutting property 
owner, its maintenance should be a public obligation. Accordingly all 
repair operations are included in the general budget, and the owner 
is not charged directly. In general this maintenance of bituminous 
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pavements is in the nature of a continuous program of low cost sur-
facing, repeated at relatively short intervals, supplemented by only a 
small amount of patching. 
A program of this surfacing is completed each year as required, 
the average life of a treatment being about five years. Last year 
75 060 square yards or 5.42 miles were surfaced in three and one-half 
days by our own crews, involving application of 25 461 gallons of tar 
and 1137 tons of pea or No. 5 roofing gravel. The total cost was 
$5165.91, which gives a unit cost of 6.88¢ per square yard. In 1937 
this cost was 7.6¢ on a program of only 18 990 square yards, in 1936 
7.15¢ on 26 203 square yards, and in 1935, 6.52¢ on 67 280 square 
yards. 
The technique we use for this type of work is quite simple. Briefly, 
after a thorough sweeping the old surface is shot with 0.3 gallon per 
square yard of tar followed immediately by a cover of about 30 lbs. 
per square yard of gravel, "tail-gated" on from our own trucks backing 
over the work. A "clean-up" crew of five or six men follows to catch 
such odd corners as may have been missed and pickup any excess, 
after which it is rolled once and opened to traffic. To insure against 
bleeding, the 30 lb. application of gravel provides some excess which is 
whipped aside by traffic and swept up later. With a crew of about 
twenty men, two distributors, and five trucks hauling gravel, we 
can finish up twenty to twenty-five thousand square yards of this 
work in a day. 
This type of tar and gravel surfacing, of course, does little to 
correct roughness in the old pavement. We have a few old asphaltic 
macadam stretches which had become badly wrinkled, which we have 
salvaged or rehabilitated by application of a new wearing course of 
cold-laid tar macadam, or, as it is called in the State specifications, 
tar-concrete, at a cost low enough to be interesting, all work again 
being done by our own crews. The first job done in 1932 consisted of 
a two-course job 2Y2 in. thick, which ran $1.09 per square yard. To 
date we have laid 28 384 square yards of this, reducing it to a single-
course job and lightening it until our last cost was only 59.1¢ per 
square yard, of which 82 per cent was for the plant-mixed material. 
Our method of doing this type of work is as follows: 
The old pavement is first swept thoroughly, the curb is patched if 
necessary, and manhole· covers are adjusted to the new grade. The 
material is then trucked in in twelve-ton loads and dumped on two 
8 ft. x 12 ft. steel plates to which are welded steel eyes for towing. 
These are moved ahead by a truck as required to keep the stock pile 
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in the proper relation to the working face, and the material is shoveled 
into place and raked out by hand. The pavement is first gone over 
carefully to patch all uneven places and bring it to as smooth a 
surface as possible as a base for the finish course. After rolling of 
this patch operation, the final course is deposited in the same manner, 
the depth being regulated by steel gauging strips which are pulled 
ahead as the work progresses. The first rolling is done with a six 
ton tandem, followed the next day by a thorough compaction with a 
ten-ton three-wheeler. Finally "it is covered again with the tandem to 
remove roller-marks. 
We have found the new material bonds quite satisfactorily to the 
old 'pavement, and are well satisfied with the jobs we have been 
getting. The advantages appear to us to be that only a small crew 
and a minimum of equipment are required to produce a first-class job, 
with plant control of material, salvage of the old pavement, and low 
overall cost. 
A patching crew makes a complete annual circuit of the pavement 
system to seal cracks and catch other incipient troubles, and it should 
be noted that the greater portion of their work is done on streets 
other than those which receive the treatments mentioned. Also we 
attempt to keep up with the settlement of concrete slabs by doing some 
raising each year with our village-owned mud-jack. This is the small 
machine which we use primarily for other work, but it does just as 
good a job on pavement as the standard highway model, although it is 
slower. 
Maintenance of pavements is of course the primary job in street 
maintenance, but we believe that proper care of accessory street struc-
tures is no less important. Accordingly, our budget carries an item 
for replacement of several hundred feet of curbing annually, which is 
spread around in small pieces to rehabilitate the spots needing it most. 
In the case of sidewalk maintenance, I believe our program is 
unique. In common with most other cities we have considerable 
mileages of old sidewalk which have been undermined by excavation 
for services and weathered to the extent that they are in very poor 
repair. Some three years ago we instituted a systematic program for 
rehabilitation and replacement of this old walk with a view to covering 
the entire village in about five or six years, the work again being 
financed out of the General Fund. 
The procedure is to cover the system with the mud-jack, raising 
and straightening all slabs which remain intact. This operation is 
followed by a replacement gang which rebuilds all walks too far gone 
I 
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for treatment by the mud-jack method. We find the mud-jack work 
costs about 41/:i¢ per square foot, and that we are able to replace walks 
for around 16¢ per square foot using a single course slab. During the 
last year 7220 lineal feet of walk were raised by the mud-jack method 
while 3545 lineal feet were replaced. When it is considered that this is 
repair work involving removal of the old walk, and that a day's work 
may be strung out over half a mile or more of walk, I believe our 
costs are very good. 
Other accessory structures often encountered, requiring city main-
tenance, include bridges and subways. Fortunately in our case we 
have none of these structures. 
Corresponding to shoulder and ditch work on country highways, 
the city parkways in front of vacant property present a problem of 
maintenance which is frequently overlooked. In our village we ~cut 
the weeds in front of all vacant property at least twice a year and 
even go to the additional extravagance of raking up and removing the 
cuttings. Although this latter may not be justifiable as general 
practice, I believe that the effort expended in mowing weeds in such 
situations is well repaid by public appreciation of the neatness of 
appearance so created. 
To my mind street cleaning operations are an extremely important 
item of street maintenance. Because of the diversity of conditions to 
be met there is but little standardization in this activity, and indeed 
the American Public Works Association has recently published an 
entire volume on the subject of street cleaning practices in American 
cities. Condition of pavement, weather, traffic conditions, type of 
population, degree of public education and degree of cleanliness re-
quired all affect the method to be used in most effectively cleaning 
streets. In general, hand methods are being replaced by machinery, 
although the acceptance of mechanical cleaning is hindered somewhat 
both by considerations of replacement of hand labor and the expense 
of the equipment. Flushing and sweeping in general are the two 
mechanical means most widely used, and the recent appearance on the 
market of smaller and less expensive sweepers, I believe, heralds wider 
acceptance of mechanical sweeping and higher standards of cleanliness 
in smaller communities which heretofore have been unable to afford the 
investment involved . 
The cleaning program in our town is handled by a mechanical 
pick-up sweeper, which is operated at night and covers some thirty 
gutter miles in an eight hour shift. Business districts are swept three 
times a week, and residential streets about once a week in spring and 
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fall, and once in two weeks during the summer. The chief disad-
vantage we have found with our system is the difficulty of using the 
machine in cold weather because of freezing of the water supply, and 
the undesirability of dry sweeping because of ,the dust nuisance. Hand 
sweeping therefore is resorted to in cleaning up cinders and other dirt 
accumulating in the winter. In addition, a weekly "paper patrol" of 
the business district is needed. 
The chief activity in maintenance of drainage structures is the 
cleaning of catch basins, which has traditionally been a hand opera-
tion until the introduction of a machine using hydraulic means a few 
years back. Again the investment in single-purpose equipment is so 
great as to limit its use to larger cities, and there is a place for less 
expensive mechanical devices for the smaller municipalities. In an 
attempt to meet this problem· we developed and constructed in our 
shops a small power-operated hoist rig for mounting on a regular 
dump-truck, handling a one-cubic-foot clam bucket, designed to enter 
the basin cover when closed. ·we have used this now for one season 
with gratifying results both as to improvement of the sanitary aspects 
of the operation and a saving of about 20 per cent in cost. 
The activity of snow removal and ice control is also one in which 
the acceptance of mechanical means is rapidly advancing. The large 
increase in the volume of traffic and attention to accident prevention 
is raising standards of service expected by the public in the way 
of snow removal. 
In -Winnetka we have prided ourselves for years upon efficiency and 
thoroughness in ice control and snow removal, and, considering the 
relatively small amounts of money involved in the prompt rendering 
of this service, we feel highly paid in the appreciation of the public 
of our efforts. Snow removal is in the nature of an emergency opera-
tion, but I believe that proper planning in anticipation of these 
emergencies is a fundamental necessity. The Public Works man may 
have a valid excuse for poor snow service when he states that he is not 
provided with enough or proper equipment, but he certainly cannot 
excuse anything short of the maximum efficiency out of what equip-
ment he may have. 
In Winnetka we aim to clear all sidewalks so that any citizen may 
walk to the train, or his children to school, in oxfords comfortably. To 
accomplish this we have a fleet of six Caterpillar IO tractors equipped 
with blades for sidewalk use only. With this fleet all walks in town 
can be cleared in about four and one-half hours, and, in the case of a 
snow in the evening or night, cooperation with the Police Department 
• 
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gets the operators out in time to finish their routes before 7:30 in the 
morning. If the snow fall continues, they start out immediately again 
and so continue until the end of the storm. Two of our regular street 
maintenance trucks are equipped with one-way blades for street plow-
ing, and with them we can cover all of the pavements in town in 
about twelve hours. In addition we have an old Caterpillar 30 
equipped with a blade for the heavier plowing where drifting has 
occurred. 
As to the removal of the snow from business districts, we do not 
feel that we can justify the expense of a regular snow loader, which 
cannot be used for any other purpose, although it certainly would do a 
far superior job to any other type of equipment we have available. 
\Ve have been getting along, however, using rented equipment, the 
latest and most satisfactory of which has been a tractor shovel of 
the high-loader type equipped with a special snow bucket. With this 
outfit we were recently able to clean up a nine-inch fall of snow in 
all of the business districts of the village in one night's operation and 
about half of the next night. 
As to ice control, we have found that our activities along this line 
have increased greatly within the last few years. We have made a 
practice of spreading cinders mixed with a small amount of calcium 
' chloride from a truck equipped with a mechanical spreader of our own 
construction, supplemented by another truck and hand spreading when 
necessary. During the recent nine-inch fall mentioned, we spread about 
150 tons of cinders in addition to another 75 yards or so of ashes 
during a period of five or six days. 
Another service we have given, which is perhaps a bit unusual, is 
the application of sand to all sidewalks during periods when they are 
covered with ice or sleet. We find occasion to do this once or twice 
annually, and at present it is accomplished slowly and painfully by 
hand. We are now working on the development· of a small sander 
which can be pushed along the walk and which we believe will speed 
up the operations considerably. 
In all snow operations I should like to emphasize that promptness 
of action is of primary importance, both in rendering a high-class 
service and in efficiency. Our practice of plowing before the house-
holder is up in the morning never fails to elicit expressions of apprecia-
tion, but the expenditures of the same amount of money and effort 
twenty-four or even twelve hours later would not have any where near 
the same results. Also, in the case of a bad storm, the only way to 
keep from getting hopelessly snowed under is to get started quickly 
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and never let it get ahead of you. All of this means forethought and 
careful preparation, both of equipment and personnel, so that each man 
can jump right to it and perform his assignment on the shortest notice 
and with the least amount of lost motion. Our entire organization can 
get into operation in the case of a sudden storm on less than an hour's 
notice, day or night, and it doesn't cost a penny more to do it that way 
either. 
While the program of street maintenance outlined may appear to 
be giving somewhat more service than the occasion demands, I believe 
that our cities arc coming more and more to the idea of extending the 
services provided by city action, which were formerly left to the indi-
vidual householder. l believe an impartial analysis of the net cost of 
such services would support my claim that any of them can be pro-
vided less expensively by community action than they were formerly 
when handled individually. For instance, excluding depreciation on 
the equipment, the cost of the labor and equipment operation required 
to plow all of the sixty miles of sidewalk in our village is approxi-
mately sixty dollars. How far would that go towards shoveling by 
hand if the work were being cared for by the individual householder at 
the usual twenty-five or fifty cents per lot? 
Getting back to my original thesis, I believe that a well-rounded 
program of street maintenance reflects both the conscientiousness of the ' 
elected officials in preserving the public's investment in its property and 
in obtaining its best use, as well as the competency of the department 
heads charged with the job. For the latter there is an unlimited field, 
developing methods and tools for further efficiency in the increasing 
activities required in the maintenance of city streets. 
,_• 

